<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item ID</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Language</th>
<th>Duration</th>
<th>Genre</th>
<th>Subject</th>
<th>Contents</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ALLAfri002</td>
<td>Teach Yourself Afrikaans, Text</td>
<td>2005</td>
<td>Afrikaans</td>
<td></td>
<td>Instructional, language drill and practice</td>
<td>Afrikaans</td>
<td>By Lydia McDermott. Afrikaans starts with the basics but moves at an energetic pace to give you a good level of understanding, speaking and writing. You will have lots of opportunity to practice the kind of language you will need to be able to communicate with confidence and understand Afrikaans culture. Lydia McDermott has been teaching Afrikaans at all levels for over 35 years. She is currently Professor in Multilingual Studies at the University of Natal in South Africa.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALLAfri003</td>
<td>Teach Yourself Afrikaans, Audio CD 1</td>
<td>2005</td>
<td>Afrikaans</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>Instructional, language drill and practice</td>
<td>Afrikaans</td>
<td>Accompanies text; Units 1-7. Afrikaans starts with the basics but moves at an energetic pace to give you a good level of understanding, speaking and writing. You will have lots of opportunity to practice the kind of language you will need to be able to communicate with confidence and understand Afrikaans culture. Lydia McDermott has been teaching Afrikaans at all levels for over 35 years. She is currently Professor in Multilingual Studies at the University of Natal in South Africa.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALLAfri004</td>
<td>Teach Yourself Afrikaans, Audio CD 2</td>
<td>2005</td>
<td>Afrikaans</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>Instructional, language drill and practice</td>
<td>Afrikaans</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Contents: Accompanies text; Units 8-16, Appendix. Afrikaans starts with the basics but moves at an energetic pace to give you a good level of understanding, speaking and writing. You will have lots of opportunity to practice the kind of language you will need to be able to communicate with confidence and understand Afrikaans culture. Lydia McDermott has been teaching Afrikaans at all levels for over 35 years. She is currently Professor in Multilingual Studies at the University of Natal in South Africa.

Item ID: ALLAfri005  Title: Colloquial Afrikaans, Text (copy 1)
Year: 2000  Language: Afrikaans
Genre: instructional, language drill and practice
Subject: Afrikaans
Contents: The Complete Course for Beginners, by Bruce Donaldson. “Colloquial Afrikaans” is the ideal introduction to the modern language as spoken in South Africa and Namibia. Written by and experienced language teacher, the course offers a step-by-step approach to written and spoken Afrikaans. No previous knowledge of the language is required. 120 minutes of audio material is available on CDs to accompany the text. Recorded by native speakers, these compliment the book and will help you develop your pronunciation and listening skills. Bruce Donaldson is Associate Professor and Readed in Dutch and German at the University of Melbourne. He is author of the best selling “Colloquial Dutch.” // Cassettes available in archive if CDs are damaged.

Item ID: ALLAfri006  Title: Colloquial Afrikaans, Audio CD 1 (copy 1)
Year: 2000  Language: Afrikaans
Duration: 70  Genre: instructional, language drill and practice
Subject: Afrikaans
Contents: Accompanies text; Pronunciation, Lessons 1-5. The Complete Course for Beginners, by Bruce Donaldson. “Colloquial Afrikaans” is the ideal introduction to the modern language as spoken in South Africa and Namibia. Written by and experienced language teacher, the course offers a step-by-step approach to written and spoken Afrikaans. No previous knowledge of the language is required. 120 minutes of audio material is available on CDs to accompany the text. Recorded by native speakers, these compliment the book and will help you develop your pronunciation and listening skills. Bruce Donaldson is Associate Professor and Readed in Dutch and German at the University of Melbourne. He is author of the best selling “Colloquial Dutch.” // Cassettes available in archive if CDs are damaged.

Item ID: ALLAfri007  Title: Colloquial Afrikaans, Audio CD 2 (copy 1)
Year: 2000  Language: Afrikaans
Duration: 60  Genre: instructional, language drill and practice
Subject: Afrikaans
Contents: Accompanies text; Lessons 6-17. The Complete Course for Beginners, by Bruce Donaldson. “Colloquial Afrikaans” is the ideal introduction to the modern language as spoken in South Africa and Namibia. Written by and experienced language teacher, the course offers a step-by-step approach to written and spoken Afrikaans. No previous knowledge of the language is required. 120 minutes of audio material is available on CDs to accompany the text. Recorded by native speakers, these compliment the book and will help you develop your pronunciation and listening skills. Bruce Donaldson is Associate Professor and Readed in Dutch and German at the University of Melbourne. He is author of the best selling “Colloquial Dutch.” // Cassettes available in archive if CDs are damaged.

Item ID: ALLAfri008  Title: Colloquial Afrikaans, Text (copy 2)
Year: 2000  Language: Afrikaans
Duration: Genre: instructional, language drill and practice
Subject: Afrikaans
Contents: The Complete Course for Beginners, by Bruce Donaldson. “Colloquial Afrikaans” is the ideal introduction to the modern language as spoken in South Africa and Namibia. Written by and experienced language teacher, the course offers a step-by-step approach to written and spoken Afrikaans. No previous knowledge of the language is required. 120 minutes of audio material is available on CDs to accompany the text. Recorded by native speakers, these compliment the book and will help you develop your pronunciation and listening skills. Bruce Donaldson is Associate Professor and Readed in Dutch and German at the University of Melbourne. He is author of the best selling “Colloquial Dutch.” // Cassettes available in archive if CDs are damaged.

Item ID: ALLAfri009  Title: Colloquial Afrikaans, Audio CD 1 (copy 2)
Year: 2000  Language: Afrikaans
Duration: 60  Genre: instructional, language drill and practice
Subject: Afrikaans
Contents: Accompanies text; Pronunciation, Lessons 1-5. The Complete Course for Beginners, by Bruce Donaldson. “Colloquial Afrikaans” is the ideal introduction to the modern language as spoken in South Africa and Namibia. Written by and experienced language teacher, the course offers a step-by-step approach to written and spoken Afrikaans. No previous knowledge of the language is required. 120 minutes of audio material is available on CDs to accompany the text. Recorded by native speakers, these compliment the book and will help you develop your pronunciation and listening skills. Bruce Donaldson is Associate Professor and
Readed in Dutch and German at the University of Melbourne. He is author of the best selling “Colloquial Dutch.” // Cassettes available in archive if CDs are damaged.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item ID: ALLAfri010</th>
<th>Title: Colloquial Afrikaans, Audio CD 2 (copy 2)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Year: 2000</td>
<td>Language: Afrikaans</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration: 60</td>
<td>Genre: instructional, language drill and practice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject: Afrikaans</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contents: Accompaines text; Lessons 6-17. The Complete Course for Beginners, by Bruce Donaldson. “Colloquial Afrikaans” is the ideal introduction to the modern language as spoken in South Africa and Namibia. Written by and experienced language teacher, the course offers a step-by-step approach to written and spoken Afrikaans. No previous knowledge of the language is required. 120 minutes of audio material is available on CDs to accompany the text. Recorded by native speakers, these compliment the book and will help you develop your pronunciation and listening skills. Bruce Donaldson is Associate Professor and Readed in Dutch and German at the University of Melbourne. He is author of the best selling “Colloquial Dutch.” // Cassettes available in archive if CDs are damaged.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item ID: ALLArab001</th>
<th>Title: The Qur’an, Text</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Year: 2003</td>
<td>Language: Arabic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration:</td>
<td>Genre: instructional, language drill and practice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject: translation of Qur’an</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contents: Translated by Abdullah Yusuf Ali, 10th edition, 2003. The Qur’an is a complete and original compilation of the Final Revelation from God to mankind through the last Prophet, Muhammad, Peace be upon Him. The Qur’an has essentially three qualities that make it universal. Firstly, it is a masterpiece of immense literary value. Secondly, though its message is a continuation of that contained in the earlier Revelations made to Abraham, Moses, David and Jesus, yet this message has a sense of fulfillment and originality that attracts toward it Jews, Christians and Muslims alike. Finally, it has a wealth of information – both worldly wisdom and intellectual conceptions – which provides the code of life for mankind.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item ID: ALLArab002</th>
<th>Title: Arabic-English Dictionary, Text</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Year: 1994</td>
<td>Language: Arabic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration:</td>
<td>Genre: instructional, language drill and practice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject: dictionary</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Item ID:** ALLArab003  **Title:** Let's Read and Write Arabic, Vol. 1, Text
**Year:** 1993  **Language:** Arabic
**Genre:** instructional, language drill and practice  
**Subject:** grammar drills

**Contents:** By Fadel Abdallah. Present Series of two volumes by Fadel Abdallah, Iqra’ Research Scholar for Arabic Studies, brings the young learners a step closer to the reading and writing of the Qur’anic language. The book presents Qur’anic words, terms and phrases as the basis for practicing reading and writing Arabic. All of the words that are introduced in this activity book are of high frequency in the Qur’an. Some of them, in variation or derivative form, occur as many as one hundred times or more. The teacher must read the introduction and instructions of the book, not only to get acquainted with the idea and purpose of this series, but also to get specific ideas about approaches and methods to teach these books more effectively.

---

**Item ID:** ALLArab004  **Title:** Alif Baa with DVDs, Text
**Year:** 2004  **Language:** Arabic
**Genre:** instructional, language drill and practice  
**Subject:** grammar drills

**Contents:** Introduction to Arabic Letters and Sounds, 2nd edition. The beauty of the Arabic language, both spoken and written—and the richness of the Arabic-speaking world, its history and culture—has recently become of increasing importance and a matter of revelation for the English-speaking world. It is essential as this new century unfolds that understanding develops between nations—and language is the magic key. The “Al-Kitaab” Arabic language program is among the English-speaking world’s most widely used Arabic language learning texts. “Alif Baa with DVDs” is the first part of the “Al-Kitaab” program. This revised second edition contains updated readings, new and revised exercises, and completely new audio/video materials on two DVDs.

---

**Item ID:** ALLArab005  **Title:** Alif Baa with DVDs, DVD 1
**Year:** 2004  **Language:** Arabic
**Genre:** instructional, language drill and practice  
**Subject:** grammar drills

**Contents:** Accompanies Alif Baa text. Units 1-4.

---

**Item ID:** ALLArab006  **Title:** Alif Baa with DVDs, DVD 2
**Year:** 2004  **Language:** Arabic
**Duration:** Instructional, language drill and practice  
**Genre:** instructional, language drill and practice  
**Subject:** grammar drills  
**Contents:** Accompanies Allf Baa text. Units 5-10.

---

**Item ID:** ALLArab007  
**Title:** Alif Baa with DVDs, Answer Key, Text (copy 1)  
**Year:** 2004  
**Language:** Arabic  
**Duration:** Instructional, language drill and practice  
**Genre:** Instructional, language drill and practice  
**Subject:** Grammar drills  
**Contents:** Accompanies Allf Baa text and DVDs.

---

**Item ID:** ALLArab008  
**Title:** Alif Baa with DVDs, Answer Key, Text (copy 2)  
**Year:** 2004  
**Language:** Arabic  
**Duration:** Instructional, language drill and practice  
**Genre:** Instructional, language drill and practice  
**Subject:** Grammar drills  
**Contents:** Accompanies Allf Baa text and DVDs.

---

**Item ID:** ALLArab009  
**Title:** Al-Kitaab fii Ta’callum al-‘Arabiyya, Text  
**Year:** 1995  
**Language:** Arabic  
**Duration:** Instructional, language drill and practice  
**Genre:** Instructional, language drill and practice  
**Subject:** Grammar drills  
**Contents:** A Textbook for Beginning Arabic, Part One. This Arabic language program uses a communicative, proficiency-oriented approach with fully integrated audio-visual media to teach modern Arabic as a living language. Intended primarily for college and graduate students but accessible enough for anyone, the series focuses on developing skills in standard Arabic and gradually introduces students to Egyptian Arabic, the most widely spoken dialect in the Arabic-speaking world.

---

**Item ID:** ALLArab010  
**Title:** Al-Kitaab fii Ta’callum al-‘Arabiyya, DVD 1  
**Year:** 1995  
**Language:** Arabic  
**Duration:** Instructional, language drill and practice  
**Genre:** Instructional, language drill and practice  
**Subject:** Grammar drills  
**Contents:** Accompanies text, Chapters 1-7.

---

**Item ID:** ALLArab011  
**Title:** Al-Kitaab fii Ta’callum al-‘Arabiyya, DVD 2
Year: 1995  Language: Arabic  
Duration: Genre: instructional, language drill and practice  
Subject: grammar drills  
Contents: Accompanies text, Chapters 8-14.

Item ID: ALLArab012  Title: Al-Kitaab fii Ta’callum al-‘Arabiyya, DVD 3  
Year: 1995  Language: Arabic  
Duration: Genre: instructional, language drill and practice  
Subject: grammar drills  
Contents: Accompanies text, Chapters 15-20.

Item ID: ALLArab013  Title: Al-Kitaab fii Ta’callum al-‘Arabiyya, Answer Key, Text  
Year: 1995  Language: Arabic  
Duration: Genre: instructional, language drill and practice  
Subject: grammar drills  
Contents: Accompanies text. Answer keys to chapter exercises and quizzes.

Item ID: ALLArab014  Title: Ahlan wa Sahlan, Text  
Year: 2000  Language: Arabic  
Duration: Genre: instructional, language drill and practice  
Subject: grammar drills  
Contents: Functional Modern Standard Arabic for Beginners, by Mahdi Alosh. “Ahlan wa Sahlan” introduces learners of Arabic to the sound and writing systems of the language and provides them with basic structural and lexical knowledge to enable them to say things in Arabic, such as greeting others, thanking someone, introducing oneself, describing one’s background, seeking and providing information, and so forth. This textbook is designed to take learners from the absolute beginner stage to the intermediate range. At the university level, this can be translated into a first-year program, providing approximately 150 contact hours, the equivalent of three academic quarters or two semesters.

Item ID: ALLArab015  Title: Ahlan wa Sahlan, Audio CD 1  
Year: 2000  Language: Arabic  
Duration: 70 Genre: instructional, language drill and practice  
Subject: grammar drills

Item ID: ALLArab016  Title: Ahlan wa Sahlan, Audio CD 2
Year: 2000  Language: Arabic
Duration: 70  Genre: instructional, language drill and practice
Subject: grammar drills
Contents: Ahlan wa Sahlan, Lessons 5-7.

Item ID: ALLArab017  Title: Ahlan wa Sahlan, Audio CD 3
Year: 2000  Language: Arabic
Duration: 70  Genre: instructional, language drill and practice
Subject: grammar drills
Contents: Ahlan wa Sahlan, Lessons 8-10.

Item ID: ALLArab018  Title: Ahlan wa Sahlan, Audio CD 4
Year: 2000  Language: Arabic
Duration: 70  Genre: instructional, language drill and practice
Subject: grammar drills

Item ID: ALLArab019  Title: Ahlan wa Sahlan, Audio CD 5
Year: 2000  Language: Arabic
Duration: 70  Genre: instructional, language drill and practice
Subject: grammar drills
Contents: Ahlan wa Sahlan, Lessons 15-17.

Item ID: ALLArab020  Title: Ahlan wa Sahlan, Audio CD 6
Year: 2000  Language: Arabic
Duration: 70  Genre: instructional, language drill and practice
Subject: grammar drills
Item ID: ALLArab021  Title: Ahlan wa Sahlan, Audio CD 7
Year: 2000  Language: Arabic
Duration: 70  Genre: instructional, language drill and practice
Subject: grammar drills
Contents: Ahlan wa Sahlan, Lessons 21-23.

Item ID: ALLArab022  Title: Ahlan wa Sahlan, Audio CD 8
Year: 2000  Language: Arabic
Duration: 70  Genre: instructional, language drill and practice
Subject: grammar drills
Contents: Ahlan wa Sahlan, Lessons 24-25.

Item ID: ALLArab023  Title: Ahlan wa Sahlan, Audio CD 9
Year: 2000  Language: Arabic
Duration: 70  Genre: instructional, language drill and practice
Subject: grammar drills

Item ID: ALLArab024  Title: Ahlan wa Sahlan, Audio CD 10
Year: 2000  Language: Arabic
Duration: 70  Genre: instructional, language drill and practice
Subject: grammar drills

Item ID: ALLArab025  Title: Levantine Arabic for Non-Natives, Audio Cassettes Set (archive)
Year: 1993  Language: Arabic
Duration:  Genre: instructional, Language drill and practice
Subject: Arabic language
Contents: Seven audio cassettes comprise the audio program that accompanies the “Levantine Arabic for Non-Natives: A Proficiency-Oriented Approach” textbook. This textbook is for beginning students of Arabic who are seeking to develop communicative oral skills in colloquial Levantine Arabic, the dialect used in Jerusalem and in contemporary Syria, Lebanon, Jordan, and Palestine/Israel. It is the first textbook for colloquial Arabic developed according to the principles of the
proficiency movement in foreign language teaching, in which the emphasis is placed on the use of meaningful drills, activities that are appropriate to the context in which the language will be spoken, and a balance between linguistic accuracy and active use of the language. A set of audio tapes is keyed to the individual functions and situations. The second part of the teacher’s manual is available as a separate book for student use. Levantine Arabic may be used as the primary text for a course designed exclusively to teach colloquial Arabic, or in conjunction with beginning and intermediate courses in Modern Standard Arabic. Lutfi Hussein is an instructor in the department of linguistics at Ohio University. Cassette player needed to play; may be borrowed in LMC.

**Item ID:** ALLBeng001  **Title:** Teach Yourself Bengali, Text (copy 1)  
**Year:** 2007  **Language:** Bengali  
**Duration:**  **Genre:** instructional, language drill and practice  
**Subject:** beginning Bengali  
**Contents:** Bengali starts with the basics but moves at an engaging pace to give you a good level of understanding, speaking and writing. You will have lots of opportunity to practice the language you will need to communicate with confidence and understand the culture of speakers of Bengali. This completely updated new edition now includes a full English to Bengali glossary and a “Taking it Further” section. William Radice is Senior Lecturer in Bengali at the School of Oriental and African Studies, University of London.

**Item ID:** ALLBeng002  **Title:** Teach Yourself Bengali, Audio CD 1 (copy 1)  
**Year:** 2007  **Language:** Bengali  
**Duration:** 70  **Genre:** instructional, language drill and practice  
**Subject:** beginning Bengali  
**Contents:** Accompanies text. Units 1-21.

**Item ID:** ALLBeng003  **Title:** Teach Yourself Bengali, Audio CD 2 (copy 1)  
**Year:** 2007  **Language:** Bengali  
**Duration:** 70  **Genre:** instructional, language drill and practice  
**Subject:** beginning Bengali  
**Contents:** Accompanies text. Units 22-end.

**Item ID:** ALLBeng004  **Title:** Teach Yourself Bengali, Text (copy 2)  
**Year:** 2007  **Language:** Bengali
**Duration:** instructional, language drill and practice  
**Subject:** beginning Bengali  
**Contents:** Bengali starts with the basics but moves at an engaging pace to give you a good level of understanding, speaking and writing. Your will have lots of opportunity to practice the language you will need to communicate with confidence and understand the culture of speakers of Bengali. This completely updated new edition now includes a full English to Bengali glossary and a “Taking it Further” section. William Radice is Senior Lecturer in Bengali at the School of Oriental and African Studies, University of London.

---

**Item ID:** ALLBeng005  
**Title:** Teach Yourself Bengali, Audio CD 1 (copy 2)  
**Year:** 2007  
**Language:** Bengali  
**Duration:** 70  
**Genre:** instructional, language drill and practice  
**Subject:** beginning Bengali  
**Contents:** Accompanies text. Units 1-21.

---

**Item ID:** ALLBeng006  
**Title:** Teach Yourself Bengali, Audio CD 2 (copy 2)  
**Year:** 2007  
**Language:** Bengali  
**Duration:** 70  
**Genre:** instructional, language drill and practice  
**Subject:** beginning Bengali  
**Contents:** Accompanies text. Units 22-end.

---

**Item ID:** ALLChin001  
**Title:** Colloquial Cantonese, Text (copy 1)  
**Year:** 1994  
**Language:** Chinese  
**Duration:** instructional, language drill and practice  
**Subject:** beginning Cantonese  
**Contents:** The Complete Course for Beginners. By Keith S.T. Tong and Gregory James. “Colloquial Cantonese” is specially written by experienced teachers for self-study or class use. The course offers you a step-by-step approach to written and spoken Cantonese. No prior knowledge of the language is required. By the end of this rewarding course you will be able to communicate confidently and effectively in Cantonese in a broad range of everyday situations. Two 60-minute CDs will help develop your listening and pronunciation skills. Cassettes are available in archive if CDs are damaged.

---

**Item ID:** ALLChin002  
**Title:** Colloquial Cantonese, Audio CD 1 (copy 1)
Year: 1994  Language: Chinese
Duration: 60  Genre: instructional, language drill and practice
Subject: beginning Cantonese

Item ID: ALLChin003  Title: Colloquial Cantonese, Audio CD 2 (copy 1)
Year: 1994  Language: Chinese
Duration: 60  Genre: instructional, language drill and practice
Subject: beginning Cantonese

Item ID: ALLChin004  Title: Colloquial Cantonese, Text (copy 2)
Year: 1994  Language: Chinese
Duration:  Genre: instructional, language drill and practice
Subject: beginning Cantonese
Contents: The Complete Course for Beginners. By Keith S.T. Tong and Gregory James. “Colloquial Cantonese” is specially written by experienced teachers for self-study or class use. The course offers you a step-by-step approach to written and spoken Cantonese. No prior knowledge of the language is required. By the end of this rewarding course you will be able to communicate confidently and effectively in Cantonese in a broad range of everyday situations. Two 60-minute CDs will help develop your listening and pronunciation skills. Cassettes are available in archive if CDs are damaged.

Item ID: ALLChin005  Title: Colloquial Cantonese, Audio CD 1 (copy 2)
Year: 1994  Language: Chinese
Duration: 60  Genre: instructional, language drill and practice
Subject: beginning Cantonese

Item ID: ALLChin006  Title: Colloquial Cantonese, Audio CD 2 (copy 2)
Year: 1994  Language: Chinese
Duration: 60  Genre: instructional, language drill and practice
Subject: beginning Cantonese
**Item ID:** ALLChin007  **Title:** Basic Cantonese, A Grammar and Workbook, Text (copy 1)
**Year:** 2000  **Language:** Chinese
**Genre:** instructional, language drill and practice
**Subject:** beginning Cantonese
**Contents:** By Virginia Yip and Stephen Matthews. “Basic Cantonese” introduces the essentials of Cantonese grammar in a straightforward and systematic way. Each of the 28 units deals with a grammatical topic and provides associated exercises, designed to put grammar into a communicative context. Special attention is paid to topics that differ from English and European language structures. This text is ideal for students new to the language. Together with its sister volume, “Intermediate Cantonese,” it forms a structured course of the essentials of Cantonese grammar.

**Item ID:** ALLChin008  **Title:** Basic Cantonese, A Grammar and Workbook, Text (copy 2)
**Year:** 2000  **Language:** Chinese
**Genre:** instructional, language drill and practice
**Subject:** beginning Cantonese
**Contents:** By Virginia Yip and Stephen Matthews. “Basic Cantonese” introduces the essentials of Cantonese grammar in a straightforward and systematic way. Each of the 28 units deals with a grammatical topic and provides associated exercises, designed to put grammar into a communicative context. Special attention is paid to topics that differ from English and European language structures. This text is ideal for students new to the language. Together with its sister volume, “Intermediate Cantonese,” it forms a structured course of the essentials of Cantonese grammar.

**Item ID:** ALLChin009  **Title:** Communicate in Cantonese, Text (copy 1)
**Year:** 1994  **Language:** Chinese
**Genre:** instructional, language drill and practice
**Subject:** beginning Cantonese
**Contents:** By Catherine Au Scott. “Communicate in Cantonese” is designed for English-speaking people who want to communicate with native Cantonese speakers. There are 27 units in the book. The dialogues in the units are close duplicates of real life situations, and contain both formal and colloquial utterances that one would hear every day. This book and cassette aim to enable the learner to actually communicate effectively with native Cantonese speakers in the simplest possible manner.
Item ID: ALLChin010  Title: Communicate in Cantonese, Audio Cassette (archive)
Year: 1994  Language: Chinese  
Duration: Genre: instructional, language drill and practice  
Subject: beginning Cantonese
Contents: By Catherine Au Scott. “Communicate in Cantonese” is designed for English-speaking people who want to communicate with native Cantonese speakers. There are 27 units in the book. The dialogues in the units are close duplicates of real life situations, and contain both formal and colloquial utterances that one would hear every day. This book and cassette aim to enable the learner to actually communicate effectively with native Cantonese speakers in the simplest possible manner. Need cassette recorder to use.

Item ID: ALLChin011  Title: Communicate in Cantonese, Text (copy 2)
Year: 1994  Language: Chinese
Duration: Genre: instructional, language drill and practice
Subject: beginning Cantonese
Contents: By Catherine Au Scott. “Communicate in Cantonese” is designed for English-speaking people who want to communicate with native Cantonese speakers. There are 27 units in the book. The dialogues in the units are close duplicates of real life situations, and contain both formal and colloquial utterances that one would hear every day. This book and cassette aim to enable the learner to actually communicate effectively with native Cantonese speakers in the simplest possible manner.

Item ID: ALLCroa001  Title: Teach Yourself Croatian, Text (copy 1)
Year: 2003  Language: Croatian
Duration: Genre: instructional, language drill and practice
Subject: beginning Croatian
Contents: By David Norris. “Croatian” starts with the basics but moves at an energetic pace to give you a good level of understanding, speaking and writing. You will have lots of opportunity to practice the kind of language you will need to be able to communicate with confidence and understand Croatian culture. David Norris has taught Serbian and Croatian Studies at the university level since 1980.

Item ID: ALLCroa002  Title: Teach Yourself Croatian, Audio CD 1 (copy 1)
Year: 2003  Language: Croatian
Duration: 70  Genre: instructional, language drill and practice
Subject: beginning Croatian
Contents: Accompanies text. Units 1-8.

Item ID: ALLCroa003  Title: Teach Yourself Croatian, Audio CD 2 (copy 1)
Year: 2003  Language: Croatian
Duration: 70  Genre: instructional, language drill and practice
Subject: beginning Croatian
Contents: Accompanies text. Units 9-18.

Item ID: ALLCroa004  Title: Teach Yourself Croatian, Text (copy 2)
Year: 2003  Language: Croatian
Duration:  Genre: instructional, language drill and practice
Subject: beginning Croatian
Contents: By David Norris. “Croatian” starts with the basics but moves at an energetic pace to give you a good level of understanding, speaking and writing. You will have lots of opportunity to practice the kind of language you will need to be able to communicate with confidence and understand Croatian culture. David Norris has taught Serbian and Croatian Studies at the university level since 1980.

Item ID: ALLCroa005  Title: Teach Yourself Croatian, Audio CD 1 (copy 2)
Year: 2003  Language: Croatian
Duration: 70  Genre: instructional, language drill and practice
Subject: beginning Croatian
Contents: Accompanies text. Units 1-8.

Item ID: ALLCroa006  Title: Teach Yourself Croatian, Audio CD 2 (copy 2)
Year: 2003  Language: Croatian
Duration: 70  Genre: instructional, language drill and practice
Subject: beginning Croatian
Contents: Accompanies text. Units 9-18.

Item ID: ALLCzec001  Title: Czech Dictionary & Phrasebook, Text
Year: 2003  Language: Czech
Duration:  Genre: instructional, language drill and practice
Subject: Czech language
Contents: Czech-English, English-Czech. By Michaela Burilkovová. Located in the heart of Europe, The Czech Republic boasts a distinctive language spoken by over 10 million natives. The country has become a popular destination due to its many historic villages and castles, as well as its ski resorts and mineral-spring spas. This conveniently sized volume contains essential words and phrases for the traveler or student in both Czech and English. The concise grammar and two-way dictionary make it an ideal tool for English speakers who wish to learn Czech at home or abroad.

Item ID: ALLCzec002  Title: Colloquial Czech, Text (copy 1)
Year: 2005  Language: Czech
Duration:  Genre: instructional, language drill and practice
Subject: beginning Czech
Contents: By James Naughton. The Complete Course for Beginners. This second edition of the popular “Colloquial Czech” has been rewritten to bring it completely up to date. Written by an experienced teacher, the course offers a step-by-step approach to written and spoken Czech. No prior knowledge of the language is required. By the end of this rewarding course you will be able to communicate confidently in Czech in a broad range of everyday situations. 120 minutes of audio material is available on CDs to accompany the course. Recorded by native speakers, this material complements the book and will help you develop your pronunciation, speaking and listening skills. Cassettes are archived as backups for the CDs.

Item ID: ALLCzec003  Title: Colloquial Czech, Audio CD 1 (copy 1)
Year: 2005  Language: Czech
Duration: 60  Genre: instructional, language drill and practice
Subject: beginning Czech

Item ID: ALLCzec004  Title: Colloquial Czech, Audio CD 2 (copy 1)
Year: 2005  Language: Czech
Duration: 60  Genre: instructional, language drill and practice
Subject: beginning Czech
Contents: Accompanies text. Lessons 8-17.

Item ID: ALLCzec005  Title: Colloquial Czech, Text (copy 2)
Year: 2005  Language: Czech
Contents: By James Naughton. The Complete Course for Beginners. This second edition of the popular “Colloquial Czech” has been rewritten to bring it completely up to date. Written by an experienced teacher, the course offers a step-by-step approach to written and spoken Czech. No prior knowledge of the language is required. By the end of this rewarding course you will be able to communicate confidently in Czech in a broad range of everyday situations. 120 minutes of audio material is available on CDs to accompany the course. Recorded by native speakers, this material complements the book and will help you develop your pronunciation, speaking and listening skills. Cassettes are archived as backups for the CDs.

Item ID: ALLCzec006  Title: Colloquial Czech, Audio CD 1 (copy 2)
Year: 2005  Language: Czech
Duration: 60  Genre: instructional, language drill and practice
Subject: beginning Czech

Item ID: ALLCzec007  Title: Colloquial Czech, Audio CD 2 (copy 2)
Year: 2005  Language: Czech
Duration: 60  Genre: instructional, language drill and practice
Subject: beginning Czech
Contents: Accompanies text. Lessons 8-17.

Item ID: ALLCzec008  Title: Simon & Schuster's Pimsleur: Czech, Text
Year: 2006  Language: Czech
Duration: Genre: instructional, language drill and practice
Subject: beginning Czech

Item ID: ALLCzec009  Title: Simon & Schuster's Pimsleur: Czech, Audio CD 1
Year: 2006  Language: Czech
Duration: 60  Genre: instructional, language drill and practice
Subject: beginning Czech
Contents: Lessons 1-2.
Item ID: ALLCzec010  Title: Simon & Schuster’s Pimsleur: Czech, Audio CD 2
Year: 2006  Language: Czech
Duration: 60  Genre: instructional, language drill and practice
Subject: beginning Czech
Contents: Lessons 3-4.

Item ID: ALLCzec011  Title: Simon & Schuster’s Pimsleur: Czech, Audio CD 3
Year: 2006  Language: Czech
Duration: 60  Genre: instructional, language drill and practice
Subject: beginning Czech
Contents: Lessons 5-6.

Item ID: ALLCzec012  Title: Simon & Schuster’s Pimsleur: Czech, Audio CD 4
Year: 2006  Language: Czech
Duration: 60  Genre: instructional, language drill and practice
Subject: beginning Czech
Contents: Lessons 7-8.

Item ID: ALLCzec013  Title: Simon & Schuster’s Pimsleur: Czech, Audio CD 5
Year: 2006  Language: Czech
Duration: 60  Genre: instructional, language drill and practice
Subject: beginning Czech
Contents: Lessons 9-10.

Item ID: ALLCzec014  Title: Simon & Schuster’s Pimsleur: Czech, Audio CD 6
Year: 2006  Language: Czech
Duration: 60  Genre: instructional, language drill and practice
Subject: beginning Czech
Contents: Lessons 11-12.

Item ID: ALLCzec015  Title: Simon & Schuster’s Pimsleur: Czech, Audio CD 7
Year: 2006  Language: Czech
Duration: 60  Genre: instructional, language drill and practice
Subject: beginning Czech
Contents: Lessons 13-14.

Item ID: ALLCzec016  Title: Simon & Schuster's Pimsleur: Czech, Audio CD 8
Year: 2006  Language: Czech
Duration: 60  Genre: instructional, language drill and practice
Subject: beginning Czech
Contents: Lessons 15-16.

Item ID: ALLCzec017  Title: Simon & Schuster's Pimsleur: Czech, Audio CD 9
Year: 2006  Language: Czech
Duration: 60  Genre: instructional, language drill and practice
Subject: beginning Czech
Contents: Lessons 17-18.

Item ID: ALLCzec018  Title: Simon & Schuster's Pimsleur: Czech, Audio CD 10
Year: 2006  Language: Czech
Duration: 60  Genre: instructional, language drill and practice
Subject: beginning Czech

Item ID: ALLCzec019  Title: Simon & Schuster’s Pimsleur: Czech, Audio CD 11
Year: 2006  Language: Czech
Duration: 60  Genre: instructional, language drill and practice
Subject: beginning Czech
Contents: Lessons 21-22.

Item ID: ALLCzec020  Title: Simon & Schuster's Pimsleur: Czech, Audio CD 12
Year: 2006  Language: Czech
Duration: 60  Genre: instructional, language drill and practice
Subject: beginning Czech

Item ID: ALLCzec021  Title: Simon & Schuster’s Pimsleur: Czech, Audio CD 13
Year: 2006  Language: Czech
Duration: 60 Genre: instructional, language drill and practice
Subject: beginning Czech

Item ID: ALLCzec022  Title: Simon & Schuster’s Pimsleur: Czech, Audio CD 14
Year: 2006  Language: Czech
Duration: 60 Genre: instructional, language drill and practice
Subject: beginning Czech

Item ID: ALLCzec023  Title: Simon & Schuster’s Pimsleur: Czech, Audio CD 15
Year: 2006  Language: Czech
Duration: 60 Genre: instructional, language drill and practice
Subject: beginning Czech
Contents: Lessons 29-30.

Item ID: ALLCzec024  Title: Simon & Schuster’s Pimsleur: Czech, Audio CD 16
Year: 2006  Language: Czech
Duration: 60 Genre: instructional, language drill and practice
Subject: beginning Czech
Contents: Reading Lessons.

Item ID: ALLCzec025  Title: Simon & Schuster’s Pimsleur: Czech, Text + Audio Cassettes (archive)
Year: 1999  Language: Czech
Duration: Genre: instructional, language drill and practice
Subject: beginning Czech
Contents: Set contains 5 audio cassettes and User’s Guide. May be used with cassette player from LMC.
**Item ID:** ALLDani001  **Title:** Danish-English, English-Danish Dictionary, Text  
**Year:** 1990  **Language:** Danish  
**Duration:**  
**Genre:** instructional, language drill and practice  
**Subject:** Danish  
**Contents:** By Marianne Holmen.

---

**Item ID:** ALLDani002  **Title:** VocabuLearn Danish, Audio Cassettes (archive)  
**Year:** 1988  **Language:** Danish  
**Duration:** 180  **Genre:** instructional, language drill and practice  
**Subject:** Beginning Danish  
**Contents:** Instant Vocabulary, Fast, Fun & Effective. 2 90-minute stereo cassettes with 36 page Wordlist. Level I. In archive, must have cassette recorder to use.

---

**Item ID:** ALLDari001  **Title:** Dari for Foreigners, Book 1, Text (copy 1)  
**Year:** 1983  **Language:** Dari (Persian)  
**Duration:**  
**Genre:** instructional, language drill and practice  
**Subject:** Dari (Persian)  
**Contents:** By M. Esmail Burhan and Thomas E. Gouttierre, Center for Afghanistan Studies, University of Nebraska at Omaha. Second Edition. “Dari for Foreigners” is a basic course primarily designed for English-speaking students. This book/audio CD package provides guided instructions for reading, writing and understanding the Dari language. The English alphabet has been adopted to represent the sound system of Dari using a methodology known as the “lowest common denominator.” Students are able to master the grammatical features of the language through a sound system that is familiar and comfortable. This is a basic course in Dari as spoken in Afghanistan. It is the language of choice in country both in business and government work. Each lesson begins with a short dialogue containing the main grammatical structures taught in the lesson. While emphasizing the spoken language, it also teaches the reading and writing system of Dari. The course develops listening, speaking, reading and elementary writing skills.

---

**Item ID:** ALLDari002  **Title:** Dari for Foreigners, Book 1, Audio CD 1  
**Year:** 1983  **Language:** Dari (Persian)  
**Duration:** 60  **Genre:** instructional, language drill and practice  
**Subject:** Dari (Persian)
Contents: Accompanies text. Lessons 1-17.

Item ID: ALLDari003  Title: Dari for Foreigners, Book 1, Audio CD 2  
Year: 1983  Language: Dari (Persian)  
Duration: 60  Genre: instructional, language drill and practice  
Subject: Dari (Persian)  

Item ID: ALLDari004  Title: Dari for Foreigners, Book 1, Text (copy 2)  
Year: 1983  Language: Dari (Persian)  
Duration:  Genre: instructional, language drill and practice  
Subject: Dari (Persian)  
Contents: By M. Esmail Burhan and Thomas E. Gouttierre, Center for Afghanistan Studies, University of Nebraska at Omaha. Second Edition. “Dari for Foreigners” is a basic course primarily designed for English-speaking students. This book/audio CD package provides guided instructions for reading, writing and understanding the Dari language. The English alphabet has been adopted to represent the sound system of Dari using a methodology known as the “lowest common denominator.” Students are able to master the grammatical features of the language through a sound system that is familiar and comfortable. This is a basic course in Dari as spoken in Afghanistan. It is the language of choice in country both in business and government work. Each lesson begins with a short dialogue containing the main grammatical structures taught in the lesson. While emphasizing the spoken language, it also teaches the reading and writing system of Dari. The course develops listening, speaking, reading and elementary writing skills.

Item ID: ALLDari005  Title: Dari for Foreigners, Book 1, Text (copy 3)  
Year: 1983  Language: Dari (Persian)  
Duration:  Genre: instructional, language drill and practice  
Subject: Dari (Persian)  
Contents: By M. Esmail Burhan and Thomas E. Gouttierre, Center for Afghanistan Studies, University of Nebraska at Omaha. Second Edition. “Dari for Foreigners” is a basic course primarily designed for English-speaking students. This book/audio CD package provides guided instructions for reading, writing and understanding the Dari language. The English alphabet has been adopted to represent the sound system of Dari using a methodology known as the “lowest common denominator.” Students are able to master the grammatical features of the language through a sound system that is familiar and comfortable. This is a basic course in Dari as
spoken in Afghanistan. It is the language of choice in country both in business and government work. Each lesson begins with a short dialogue containing the main grammatical structures taught in the lesson. While emphasizing the spoken language, it also teaches the reading and writing system of Dari. The course develops listening, speaking, reading and elementary writing skills.

**Item ID:** ALLDari006  **Title:** Dari for Foreigners, Book 2, Text (copy 1)
**Year:** 1978  **Language:** Dari (Persian)
**Duration:**  **Genre:** instructional, language drill and practice
**Subject:** Dari (Persian)
**Contents:** By Rahim Elham, M. Esmail Burhan and Thomas E. Gouttierre, Center for Afghanistan Studies, University of Nebraska at Omaha.

**Item ID:** ALLDari007  **Title:** Dari for Foreigners, Book 2, Text (copy 2)
**Year:** 1978  **Language:** Dari (Persian)
**Duration:**  **Genre:** instructional, language drill and practice
**Subject:** Dari (Persian)
**Contents:** By Rahim Elham, M. Esmail Burhan and Thomas E. Gouttierre, Center for Afghanistan Studies, University of Nebraska at Omaha.

**Item ID:** ALLDari008  **Title:** Beginner’s Dari Persian, Text
**Year:** 2004  **Language:** Dari (Persian)
**Duration:**  **Genre:** instructional, language drill and practice
**Subject:** Dari (Persian)
**Contents:** By Shaista Wahab. Ideal for those interested in learning one of the official languages of Afghanistan, and also for individuals involved in the reconstruction effort of the country, this introductory course is designed in a step-by-step format. The first part teaches how to read, write, and pronounce each of the 32 letters of the Dari alphabet. Detailed explanations of the rules of grammar and basic sentence structure follow. Each lesson includes exercises and vocabulary words to reinforce what has just been taught. Expressions and phrases are also provided, To enable users to communicate on a basic level with other Dari speakers.  // Born in Kabul, Afghanistan, Saista Wahab graduated from Kabul University. She earned a master’s degree in library and information sciences at the University of New Delhi. She also has a master’s degree in history from the University of Nebraska at Omaha. Currently, she is a professor at the University of Nebraska.
Item ID: ALLDari009  Title: Dari for Foreigners, Book 1, Audio CD 1 (copy 2)
Year: 1983  Language: Dari (Persian)
Duration: 60  Genre: instructional, language drill and practice
Subject: Dari (Persian)
Contents: Accompanies text. Lessons 1-17.

Item ID: ALLDari010  Title: Dari for Foreigners, Book 1, Audio CD 2 (copy 2)
Year: 1983  Language: Dari (Persian)
Duration: 60  Genre: instructional, language drill and practice
Subject: Dari (Persian)

Item ID: ALLDutc001  Title: Dutch. An Essential Grammar, Text
Year: 2002  Language: Dutch
Duration:  Genre: instructional, language drill and practice
Subject: Dutch
Contents: By William Z. Shetter and Inge Van der Cruysse-Van Antwerpen. This is a reference guide to the most important aspects of current Dutch. This new edition presents a fresh and accessible description of the language, supported throughout by diagrams and lively examples. An improved pronunciation guide using the International Phonetic Alphabet has now been introduced and the vocabulary brought up to date. This grammar is the standard reference source for all learners and users from elementary to intermediate level. It is ideal for independent study or for students in schools, colleges, universities and adult classes of all types.

Item ID: ALLDutc002  Title: Colloquial Dutch, Text (copy 1)
Year: 1996  Language: Dutch
Duration:  Genre: instructional, language drill and practice
Subject: beginning Dutch
Contents: By Bruce Donaldson. The Complete Course for Beginners. “Colloquial Dutch” is easy to use and completely up to date. Specially written by an experienced teacher for self-study or class use, the course offers a step-by-step approach to written and spoken Dutch. No prior knowledge of the language is required. By the end of this rewarding course you will be able to communicate confidently in Dutch in a broad range of everyday situations. 120 minutes of audio material is available on CDs to accompany the course. Recorded by native Dutch speakers, this material will help you develop your pronunciation, speaking and listening skills. Cassettes are archived as backups for the CDs.
Item ID: ALLDutc003  Title: Colloquial Dutch, Audio CD 1 (copy 1)
Year: 1996  Language: Dutch
Duration: 60  Genre: instructional, language drill and practice
Subject: beginning Dutch
Contents: Accompanies text.  Introduction and Lessons 1-5.

Item ID: ALLDutc004  Title: Colloquial Dutch, Audio CD 2 (copy 1)
Year: 1996  Language: Dutch
Duration: 60  Genre: instructional, language drill and practice
Subject: beginning Dutch
Contents: Accompanies text.  Lessons 6-17.

Item ID: ALLDutc005  Title: Colloquial Dutch, Text (copy 2)
Year: 1996  Language: Dutch
Duration:  Genre: instructional, language drill and practice
Subject: beginning Dutch
Contents: By Bruce Donaldson.  The Complete Course for Beginners.  “Colloquial Dutch” is easy to use and completely up to date. Specially written by an experienced teacher for self-study or class use, the course offers a step-by-step approach to written and spoken Dutch. No prior knowledge of the language is required. By the end of this rewarding course you will be able to communicate confidently in Dutch in a broad range of everyday situations. 120 minutes of audio material is available on CDs to accompany the course. Recorded by native Dutch speakers, this material will help you develop your pronunciation, speaking and listening skills. Cassettes are archived as backups for the CDs.

Item ID: ALLDutc006  Title: Colloquial Dutch, Audio CD 1 (copy 2)
Year: 1996  Language: Dutch
Duration: 60  Genre: instructional, language drill and practice
Subject: beginning Dutch
Contents: Accompanies text.  Introduction and Lessons 1-5.

Item ID: ALLDutc007  Title: Colloquial Dutch, Audio CD 2 (copy 2)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item ID</th>
<th>Rosetta Stone: Dutch, Level 1, Text</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Year</td>
<td>1996</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Language</td>
<td>Dutch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genre</td>
<td>instructional, language drill and practice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>beginning Dutch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contents</td>
<td>Accompanies text. Lessons 6-17.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item ID</th>
<th>Rosetta Stone: Dutch, Level 1, CD-Rom</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Year</td>
<td>2002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Language</td>
<td>Dutch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genre</td>
<td>instructional, language drill and practice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>beginning Dutch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contents</td>
<td>Learn basic Dutch conversational skills, including greetings and introductions, simple questions and answers, shopping and much more. Three components in binder: Dutch Level 1 Curriculum Text; Quick Start card; User’s Guide Levels 1 and 2.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item ID</th>
<th>Rosetta Stone: Installation Application, CD-Rom</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Year</td>
<td>2002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Language</td>
<td>English</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genre</td>
<td>instructional, language drill and practice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>beginning Dutch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contents</td>
<td>Needed to install software to use language CD-Rom.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item ID</th>
<th>VocabuLearn Dutch, Audio Cassettes (archive)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Year</td>
<td>1992</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Language</td>
<td>Dutch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration</td>
<td>180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genre</td>
<td>instructional, language drill and practice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Beginning Dutch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contents</td>
<td>Instant Vocabulary, Fast, Fun &amp; Effective. 2 90-minute stereo cassettes with 36 page Wordlist. Level I. In archive, must have cassette recorder to use.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item ID</th>
<th>Estonian, Text (copy 1)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Title</td>
<td>VocabuLearn Dutch, Audio Cassettes (archive)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Year</td>
<td>1992</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Language</td>
<td>Dutch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration</td>
<td>180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genre</td>
<td>instructional, language drill and practice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Beginning Dutch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contents</td>
<td>Instant Vocabulary, Fast, Fun &amp; Effective. 2 90-minute stereo cassettes with 36 page Wordlist. Level I. In archive, must have cassette recorder to use.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Year: 2000  Language: Estonian
Duration: Genre: instructional, language drill and practice
Subject: beginning Estonian
Contents: By Mall Pesti and Helve Ahi. Beginning level text. From the authors: “Dear Friends, You have come into contact with Estonia and Estonians – be it through chance, destiny or sheer interest – and now you would like to learn more about the country, its people, their language and culture. Do not believe those who say that Estonian is too difficult to learn. Estonian is just as easy or difficult as any other language in the world. In every language there is something simple and something difficult. But they all have one thing in common: they need to be learnt. In order to make this more pleasant and simpler for you, we have compiled this textbook. We will start from the very beginning, with simple words and phrases, but by the time you reach the last pages we hope you will be able to go about your everyday life speaking Estonian. We wish you every success and good luck!!”

Item ID: ALLEsto002  Title: Estonian, Text (copy 2)
Year: 2000  Language: Estonian
Duration: Genre: instructional, language drill and practice
Subject: beginning Estonian
Contents: By Mall Pesti and Helve Ahi. Beginning level text. From the authors: “Dear Friends, You have come into contact with Estonia and Estonians – be it through chance, destiny or sheer interest – and now you would like to learn more about the country, its people, their language and culture. Do not believe those who say that Estonian is too difficult to learn. Estonian is just as easy or difficult as any other language in the world. In every language there is something simple and something difficult. But they all have one thing in common: they need to be learnt. In order to make this more pleasant and simpler for you, we have compiled this textbook. We will start from the very beginning, with simple words and phrases, but by the time you reach the last pages we hope you will be able to go about your everyday life speaking Estonian. We wish you every success and good luck!!”

Item ID: ALLEwe001  Title: Ewe Basic Course, Text
Year: 1968  Language: Ewe
Duration: Genre: instructional, language drill and practice
Subject: beginning Ewe (language of Togo)
Contents: By Irene Warburton, Prosper Kpotufe, Roland Glover with the help of Catherine Felten. The purpose of this manual is to give a beginning student an introduction to the structure of the Ewe language and reasonable practice in speaking it. It is intended to be taught with the assistance of a native speaker of Ewe. In an intensive course this book is minimally estimated to cover about 250 hours. If the instructor
wishes to add further drills and exercises, this can cover much more. Note that the units are not of equal length, and the first few chapters especially may go at a fairly rapid rate.

---

**Item ID:** ALLEwe002  **Title:** Ewe (for Togo): Communication and Culture Handbook, Text  
**Year:** 1980  **Language:** Ewe  
**Genre:** instructional, language drill and practice  
**Subject:** beginning Ewe (language of Togo)  
**Contents:** By Paul R. Kozelka. Peace Corps Language Handbook Series. This handbook focuses on what to say in any number of different situations in which you will need certain phrases and words in order to do something. It fulfills a function not unlike that of a traveller’s phrase book. Obviously, you will also have to deal with linguistic matters while you are trying to accomplish something. For example, you may have learned the appropriate expression for asking a person for the time but you may find it expedient to learn other related linguistic features such as how to use the negative to say “I don’t have the time” or how to use other pronouns so you can ask if “he or she has the time.” But the over-riding purpose of “Communication and Culture” is to establish classroom activities that require you to exchange messages (communicate) in a way that is appropriate to the context (culture).

---

**Item ID:** ALLEwe003  **Title:** Ewe (for Togo): Grammar Handbook, Text  
**Year:** 1980  **Language:** Ewe  
**Genre:** instructional, language drill and practice  
**Subject:** beginning Ewe (language of Togo)  
**Contents:** By Paul R. Kozelka. Peace Corps Language Handbook Series. The purpose of “The Grammar Handbook” is to help you focus your attention on matters such as how to form the past tense or make nouns and adjectives agree or put a string of words together in the proper order. “The Grammar Handbook” is a kind of grammar book that, through explanation, example and practice activities, will help you assimilate the linguistic system that holds together the words and phrases of your new language.

---

**Item ID:** ALLEwe004  **Title:** An Ewe Grammar Book I with Glossary (excerpt), Text  
**Year:** 1990  **Language:** Ewe  
**Genre:** instructional, language drill and practice  
**Subject:** beginning Ewe (language of Togo)  
**Contents:** By S.J. Obianim. In the Ewe language.
**Item ID:** ALLEwe005  **Title:** Ewe Oral Proficiency Learning Workbook, Text  
**Year:** 2010  **Language:** Ewe  
**Duration:** Genre: instructional, language drill and practice  
**Subject:** beginning Ewe (language of Togo)  
**Contents:** Peace Corps Togo 2010. This manual is competency based and contains useful expressions related to all training components such as technique, health, safety and security. This will build up your ability to communicate in local language and will bring you closer to the community with which you will work. Some suggestions for succeeding in this learning process include being receptive and taking risks. Use the new language, analyze it and be methodic. Search for new words with friends, host families, and counterparts. Please share comments and feedback (address on page ii of manual).

**Item ID:** ALLEwe006  **Title:** Ewe Basic Course, Units 11-13, Audio CD  
**Year:** 1968  **Language:** Ewe  
**Duration:** Genre: instructional, language drill and practice  
**Subject:** beginning Ewe (language of Togo)  
**Contents:** Units 11-13, recorded by Roland Glover and Catherine Felten. Text by Irene Warburton, Prosper Kpotufe, Roland Glover with the help of Catherine Felten. The purpose of this manual is to give a beginning student an introduction to the structure of the Ewe language and reasonable practice in speaking it. It is intended to be taught with the assistance of a native speaker of Ewe. In an intensive course this book is minimally estimated to cover about 250 hours. If the instructor wishes to add further drills and exercises, this can cover much more. Note that the units are not of equal length, and the first few chapters especially may go at a fairly rapid rate.

**Item ID:** ALLEwe007  **Title:** Ewe Basic Course, Units 14-17, Audio CD  
**Year:** 1968  **Language:** Ewe  
**Duration:** Genre: instructional, language drill and practice  
**Subject:** beginning Ewe (language of Togo)  
**Contents:** Units 14-17, recorded by Roland Glover and Catherine Felten. Text by Irene Warburton, Prosper Kpotufe, Roland Glover with the help of Catherine Felten. The purpose of this manual is to give a beginning student an introduction to the structure of the Ewe language and reasonable practice in speaking it. It is intended to be taught with the assistance of a native speaker of Ewe. In an intensive course this book is minimally estimated to cover about 250 hours. If the instructor wishes to add further drills and exercises, this can cover much more. Note that the units are not of equal length, and the first few chapters especially may go at a fairly rapid rate.
Item ID: ALLEwe008  Title: Ewe Basic Course, Units 17-20, Audio CD
Year: 1968  Language: Ewe
Genre: instructional, language drill and practice
Subject: beginning Ewe (language of Togo)
Contents: Units 17-20, recorded by Roland Glover and Catherine Felten. Text by Irene Warburton, Prosper Kpotufe, Roland Glover with the help of Catherine Felten. The purpose of this manual is to give a beginning student an introduction to the structure of the Ewe language and reasonable practice in speaking it. It is intended to be taught with the assistance of a native speaker of Ewe. In an intensive course this book is minimally estimated to cover about 250 hours. If the instructor wishes to add further drills and exercises, this can cover much more. Note that the units are not of equal length, and the first few chapters especially may go at a fairly rapid rate.

Item ID: ALLEwe009  Title: Ewe Basic Course, Units 20-22, Audio CD
Year: 1968  Language: Ewe
Genre: instructional, language drill and practice
Subject: beginning Ewe (language of Togo)
Contents: Units 20-22, recorded by Roland Glover and Catherine Felten. Text by Irene Warburton, Prosper Kpotufe, Roland Glover with the help of Catherine Felten. The purpose of this manual is to give a beginning student an introduction to the structure of the Ewe language and reasonable practice in speaking it. It is intended to be taught with the assistance of a native speaker of Ewe. In an intensive course this book is minimally estimated to cover about 250 hours. If the instructor wishes to add further drills and exercises, this can cover much more. Note that the units are not of equal length, and the first few chapters especially may go at a fairly rapid rate.

Item ID: ALLEwe010  Title: Ewe Basic Course, Units 22-24, Audio CD
Year: 1968  Language: Ewe
Genre: instructional, language drill and practice
Subject: beginning Ewe (language of Togo)
Contents: Units 22-24, recorded by Roland Glover and Catherine Felten. Text by Irene Warburton, Prosper Kpotufe, Roland Glover with the help of Catherine Felten. The purpose of this manual is to give a beginning student an introduction to the structure of the Ewe language and reasonable practice in speaking it. It is intended to be taught with the assistance of a native speaker of Ewe. In an intensive course this book is minimally estimated to cover about 250 hours. If the instructor wishes to add further drills and exercises, this can cover much more. Note that the units are not of equal length, and the first few chapters especially may go at a fairly rapid rate.
Item ID: ALLFars001  Title: Modern Persian, Text
Year: 1971  Language: Farsi (Persian)
Duration: Genre: instructional, language drill and practice
Subject: Modern Persian (Farsi), Iran
Contents: A Guide for Students and Beginners by John Mace. This book is written for all who wish to learn to speak, read and write Modern Persian, and particularly for those working by themselves. It is divided into three main parts, dealing with the Persian script, the grammar of the language and vocabulary-building respectively. There is a Key to the exercises which appear at the end of each lesson, and also a grammatical index and vocabularies each way. A transliteration in Roman characters is given for every word, phrase and sentence that is introduced.

Item ID: ALLFars002  Title: Persian Grammar, Text
Year: 2003  Language: Farsi (Persian)
Duration: Genre: instructional, language drill and practice
Subject: Modern Persian (Farsi), Iran
Contents: For Reference and Revision by John Mace. This book is aimed at those in the early stages of studying the Persian language. It uses the official reformed spelling, and covers handwriting, educated standard and educated colloquial pronunciation, as well as the important polite forms. The grammar is explained with numerous examples that are given in both Persian script and Roman transcription. Grammatical themes are groups logically, and there are cross-references, appendices and a subject index to facilitate the search for the right form.

Item ID: ALLFars003  Title: Teach Yourself Modern Persian, Text (copy 1)
Year: 2004  Language: Farsi (Persian)
Duration: Genre: instructional, language drill and practice
Subject: Modern Persian (Farsi), Iran
Contents: By Narguess Farzad. “Modern Persian” starts with the basics but moves at an energetic pace to give you a good level of understanding, speaking and writing. You will have lots of opportunity to practice the kind of language you will need to be able to communicate with confidence and understand Modern Persian culture. Born in Iran, Narguess Farzad was educated in Tehran and the University of London, where she now teaches Persian language and literature at the School of Oriental and African Studies. 2 audio CDs accompany text.
Item ID: ALLFars004  Title: Teach Yourself Modern Persian, Audio CD 1 (copy 1)  
Year: 2004  Language: Farsi (Persian)  
Duration: Genre: instructional, language drill and practice  
Subject: Modern Persian (Farsi), Iran  
Contents: Accompanies text. Units 1-6.

Item ID: ALLFars005  Title: Teach Yourself Modern Persian, Audio CD 2 (copy 1)  
Year: 2004  Language: Farsi (Persian)  
Duration: Genre: instructional, language drill and practice  
Subject: Modern Persian (Farsi), Iran  
Contents: Accompanies text. Units 7-21.

Item ID: ALLFars006  Title: Teach Yourself Modern Persian, Text (copy 2)  
Year: 2004  Language: Farsi (Persian)  
Duration: Genre: instructional, language drill and practice  
Subject: Modern Persian (Farsi), Iran  
Contents: By Narguess Farzad. “Modern Persian” starts with the basics but moves at an energetic pace to give you a good level of understanding, speaking and writing. You will have lots of opportunity to practice the kind of language you will need to be able to communicate with confidence and understand Modern Persian culture. Born in Iran, Narguess Farzad was educated in Tehran and the University of London, where she now teaches Persian language and literature at the School of Oriental and African Studies. 2 audio CDs accompany text.

Item ID: ALLFars007  Title: Teach Yourself Modern Persian, Audio CD 1 (copy 2)  
Year: 2004  Language: Farsi (Persian)  
Duration: Genre: instructional, language drill and practice  
Subject: Modern Persian (Farsi), Iran  
Contents: Accompanies text. Units 1-6.

Item ID: ALLFars008  Title: Teach Yourself Modern Persian, Audio CD 2 (copy 2)  
Year: 2004  Language: Farsi (Persian)  
Duration: Genre: instructional, language drill and practice  
Subject: Modern Persian (Farsi), Iran  
Contents: Accompanies text. Units 7-21.
Item ID: ALLFars009  Title: Teach Yourself Modern Persian, Text (copy 3)
Year: 2004  Language: Farsi (Persian)
Genre: instructional, language drill and practice
Subject: Modern Persian (Farsi), Iran
Contents: By Narguess Farzad. “Modern Persian” starts with the basics but moves at an energetic pace to give you a good level of understanding, speaking and writing. You will have lots of opportunity to practice the kind of language you will need to be able to communicate with confidence and understand Modern Persian culture. Born in Iran, Narguess Farzad was educated in Tehran and the University of London, where she now teaches Persian language and literature at the School of Oriental and African Studies. 2 audio CDs accompany text.

Item ID: ALLFars010  Title: Teach Yourself Modern Persian, Audio CD 1 (copy 3)
Year: 2004  Language: Farsi (Persian)
Genre: instructional, language drill and practice
Subject: Modern Persian (Farsi), Iran
Contents: Accompanies text. Units 1-6.

Item ID: ALLFars011  Title: Teach Yourself Modern Persian, Audio CD 2 (copy 3)
Year: 2004  Language: Farsi (Persian)
Genre: instructional, language drill and practice
Subject: Modern Persian (Farsi), Iran
Contents: Accompanies text. Units 7-21.

Item ID: ALLFars012  Title: Modern Persian, Spoken and Written, Volume 1, Text
Year: 2005  Language: Farsi (Persian)
Genre: instructional, language drill and practice
Subject: Modern Persian (Farsi), Iran
Contents: By Don Stilo, Kamran Talattof, and Jerome Clinton. Although Persian is one of the world’s oldest languages, in its modern form it is still spoken by more than forth million people in Iran and by more than twenty million people elsewhere. Published in two volumes, this textbook is the first to teach Persian as a living language and provides students from beginning to intermediate levels with a mastery of modern Persian (also known as Farsi) and with an understanding of colloquial Persian.
**Item ID:** ALLGree001  **Title:** Teach Yourself Beginner’s Greek, Text  
**Year:** 2003  **Language:** Greek  
**Duration:** instructional, language drill and practice  
**Subject:** beginning Greek  
**Contents:** By Aristarhos Matsukas. Beginner’s Greek is written for the complete beginner who wants to move at a steady pace and have lots of opportunity to practice. The grammar is explained clearly and does not assume that you have studied a language before. You will learn everything you need to get the most out of a vacation or to go on to further study.

---

**Item ID:** ALLGree002  **Title:** Teach Yourself Beginner’s Greek, Audio CD 1  
**Year:** 2003  **Language:** Greek  
**Duration:** 60  **Genre:** instructional, language drill and practice  
**Subject:** beginning Greek  
**Contents:** Accompanies text. Units 1-8.

---

**Item ID:** ALLGree003  **Title:** Teach Yourself Beginner’s Greek, Audio CD 2  
**Year:** 2003  **Language:** Greek  
**Duration:** 60  **Genre:** instructional, language drill and practice  
**Subject:** beginning Greek  
**Contents:** Accompanies text. Units 9-15.

---

**Item ID:** ALLGree004  **Title:** Just Listen ‘n Learn Greek, Audio Cassettes (archive)  
**Year:** 1995  **Language:** Greek  
**Duration:**  **Genre:** instructional, language drill and practice  
**Subject:** beginning Greek  
**Contents:** By Brian Hill. A fifteen-unit basic language course focuses on communication needs, including getting directions, making travel arrangements, shopping, and ordering from a menu.

---

**Item ID:** ALLGree005  **Title:** Greek Today, Audio CD (copy 1)  
**Year:** 2004  **Language:** Greek  
**Duration:** 60  **Genre:** instructional, language drill and practice  
**Subject:** beginning Greek
**Contents:** Accompanies text. "Greek Today: A Course in the Modern Language and Culture" is designed especially for college-level students who are studying elementary and intermediate Modern Greek but is also suitable for high school students and for independent learners. The textbook is accompanied by a workbook, an audio CD, and this web site, which offers various sorts of supplementary material. Web: http://ellinikasimera.dartmouth.edu/about.html. On the audio CD label: “A dramatic reading of scenarios and other texts. For full contexts, see page 568 of the textbook.”

---

**Item ID:** ALLGree006  **Title:** Greek Today, Audio CD (copy 2)  
**Year:** 2004  **Language:** Greek  
**Duration:** 60  **Genre:** instructional, language drill and practice  
**Subject:** beginning Greek  
**Contents:** Accompanies text. "Greek Today: A Course in the Modern Language and Culture" is designed especially for college-level students who are studying elementary and intermediate Modern Greek but is also suitable for high school students and for independent learners. The textbook is accompanied by a workbook, an audio CD, and this web site, which offers various sorts of supplementary material. Web: http://ellinikasimera.dartmouth.edu/about.html. On the audio CD label: “A dramatic reading of scenarios and other texts. For full contexts, see page 568 of the textbook.”

---

**Item ID:** ALLHait001  **Title:** Guide to Learning Haitian Creole, Text  
**Year:** 2004  **Language:** Haitian  
**Duration:**  **Genre:** instructional, language drill and practice  
**Subject:** Haitian Creole  
**Contents:** By Maude Heurtelou and Féquière Vilsaint to assist students in the process of learning Haitian-Creole. We consider the ability to read newspapers, brochures, fiction and nonfiction in Haitian Creole to be part of the basic information gathering skills expected of any person learning the language. Therefore, we have treated a variety of subjects in this guide in order to enrich the learner’s topical vocabulary. We have also provided a selection of themes that lend themselves to the study of the Haitian culture. (The texts are authentic, contain everyday language and credible notional variety).

---

**Item ID:** ALLHait002  **Title:** Haitian Creole for Health Care, Text  
**Year:** 2007  **Language:** Haitian  
**Duration:**  **Genre:** instructional, language drill and practice  
**Subject:** Haitian Creole
Contents: Kreyòl Ayisyen pou Swen Sante. By Marc Prou & Mel Schorin. This is a thematic course in Haitian Creole, especially designed for healthcare personnel at the beginning-to-intermediate levels. The complete course consists of twenty-four lessons, depicting situation in the context of hospitals, clinics, and health care needs.

Item ID: ALLHind001  Title: Advanced Hindi Grammar, Text  
Year: 2007  Language: Hindi  
Duration: Genre: instructional, language drill and practice  
Subject: Hindi grammar  
Contents: By Usha R. Jain. Recommended for second- and third-year Hindi students.

Item ID: ALLHind002  Title: Teach Yourself Hindi, Text  
Year: 2003  Language: Hindi  
Duration: Genre: instructional, language drill and practice  
Subject: Hindi  
Contents: By Rupert Snell with Simon Weightman. Hindi starts with the basics but moves at an energetic pace to give you a good level of understanding, speaking and writing. You will learn a style of language that will allow you to communicate confidently in everyday contexts and to understand the culture of Hindi speakers. Rupert Snell is a former reader in Hindi at the School of oriental and African Studies, University of London, where Simon Weightman is a Research Associate.

Item ID: ALLHung001  Title: Halló, itt Magyarország! Hungarian Level 1, Text  
Year: 1992  Language: Hungarian  
Duration: Genre: instructional, language drill and practice  
Subject: Hungarian  
Contents: By Erdős József and Prileszky Csilla. Hungarian for Foreigners, Level 1, in 20 Lessons.

Item ID: ALLHung002  Title: Halló, itt Magyarország! Hungarian Level 2, Text  
Year: 1992  Language: Hungarian  
Duration: Genre: instructional, language drill and practice  
Subject: Hungarian  
**Item ID:** ALLHung003  **Title:** Szójegyzék (Vocabulary), Text  
**Year:** 1995  **Language:** Hungarian  
**Duration:**  **Genre:** instructional, language drill and practice  
**Subject:** Hungarian  
**Contents:** Académia Kiadó. Basic vocabulary in Hungarian (Magyar), translated into English, German, French and Italian is arranged in columns, alphabetically according to Magyar. A special section, Nyelvtani Kifejezések, is devoted to grammatical terminology.

---

**Item ID:** ALLHung004  **Title:** Halló, itt Magyarország! Hungarian Level 1, Audio Cassette (archive)  
**Year:** 1992  **Language:** Hungarian  
**Duration:** 60  **Genre:** instructional, language drill and practice  
**Subject:** Hungarian  
**Contents:** By Erdös Jószef and Prileszky Csilla. Hungarian for Foreigners, Level 1, in 20 Lessons. In archive, must have cassette recorder to use.

---

**Item ID:** ALLHung005  **Title:** Halló, itt Magyarország! Hungarian Level 2, Audio Cassette (archive)  
**Year:** 1992  **Language:** Hungarian  
**Duration:**  **Genre:** instructional, language drill and practice  
**Subject:** Hungarian  
**Contents:** By Erdös Jószef and Prileszky Csilla. Hungarian for Foreigners, Level 2, in 20 Lessons. In archive, must have cassette recorder to use.

---

**Item ID:** ALLIcel001  **Title:** Colloquial Icelandic, Text  
**Year:** 2001  **Language:** Icelandic  
**Duration:**  **Genre:** instructional, language drill and practice  
**Subject:** Icelandic  
**Contents:** The Complete Course for Beginners, by Daisy L. Neijmann. “Colloquial Icelandic” is the ideal introduction to the modern language. Written by and experienced language teacher, the course offers a step-by-step approach to written and spoken Icelandic. No previous knowledge of the language is required. 120 minutes of audio material is available on CDs to accompany the text. Recorded by native speakers, these compliment the book and will help you develop your pronunciation and listening skills. Daisy L. Neijmann in Halldór Laxness Lecturer in
Icelandic at University College London. // Cassettes and one set of CDs available in archive if CDs are damaged.

**Item ID:** ALLIcel002  **Title:** Colloquial Icelandic, Audio CD 1  
**Year:** 2001  **Language:** Icelandic  
**Duration:** 60  **Genre:** instructional, language drill and practice  
**Subject:** Icelandic  
**Contents:** Accompanies text. Lessons 1-5.

**Item ID:** ALLIcel003  **Title:** Colloquial Icelandic, Audio CD 2  
**Year:** 2001  **Language:** Icelandic  
**Duration:** 60  **Genre:** instructional, language drill and practice  
**Subject:** Icelandic  
**Contents:** Accompanies text. Lessons 6-16.

**Item ID:** ALLIndo001  **Title:** A Comprehensive Indonesian-English Dictionary, Text  
**Year:** 2004  **Language:** Indonesian  
**Duration:**  
**Genre:** instructional, dictionary  
**Subject:** Indonesian language  
**Contents:** This major new dictionary is the most modern and inclusive Indonesian-English dictionary available. The product of more than twenty years of research and documentation of the Indonesian language and culture, "A Comprehensive Indonesian-English Dictionary" is designed to be as user-friendly as possible. Root words, meanings, proverbs, and idioms, compounds that begin with the root word, and derivatives are given. Thousands of sample sentences from primary sources illustrate meaning and usage; no sentences are invented, ensuring complete authenticity and reliability. Using an array of primary and secondary sources, from the classical language to the most recent slang, Alan M. Stevens has completed the work he and the late A. Ed. Schmidgall-Tellings began two decades ago. Tens of thousands of new entries bring meaning and understanding to changes in technology, culture, politics, and lifestyle. Included as well is the language of government, the law, and banking, with thousands of accounting, tax, and legal terms. Technical terms in all fields, including petroleum, steel, engineering, geology, chemistry, mining, medical, and shipping, make "A Comprehensive Indonesian-English Dictionary" of international usefulness.

**Item ID:** ALLIndo002  **Title:** Keren! Stage 1 Indonesian Course Book, Text (copy 1)
By Ian J. White. Keren! is an engaging Indonesian series for middle and high school students. This fantastic 3-stage Indonesian series centers around the adventures of a young Australian girl named Nicky and her family and friends in Australia and Indonesia. Keren! addresses the three strands of listening and speaking, reading and writing. The Keren! series has balance of content, clearly-explained grammar and cultural appreciation. Each topic is taught thematically and built around a cartoon comic strip. Throughout the book there are numerous types of listening activities, grammar-based exercises, key words and expressions, Indonesian cultural notes and revision. Keren! Stage 1 Course Book, Activity Book, & CD-ROM Pack includes both student books and an interactive CD-ROM that contains e-content for the course book and activity book (answers can be filled in on-screen and printed), plus audio from the audio CDs. The course book is arranged into seven topics of study designed to stimulate student interest and to present real-life situations in Indonesia. Full-color illustrations accompany each lesson as students follow the adventures of a young Australian girl named Nicky, and her family and friends in Indonesia and Australia. Each topic in Keren! is taught thematically, built around a cartoon comic strip storyboard that emphasizes listening, speaking, reading, and writing. Each cartoon dialogue is performed on the audio CDs using a variety of accents. Keren! Stage 1 Activity Book corresponds directly to the seven topics of study in the Keren! Stage 1 Course Book. Cross-references to language functions and grammar points are provided. Some topics in the Keren! Stage 1 Activity Book include basic greetings, numbers, leisure activities, and family relationships.
built around a cartoon comic strip. Throughout the book there are numerous types of listening activities, grammar-based exercises, key words and expressions, Indonesian cultural notes and revision. // Keren! Stage 1 Course Book, Activity Book, & CD-ROM Pack includes both student books and an interactive CD-ROM that contains e-content for the course book and activity book (answers can be filled in on-screen and printed), plus audio from the audio CDs. The course book is arranged into seven topics of study designed to stimulate student interest and to present real-life situations in Indonesia. Full-color illustrations accompany each lesson as students follow the adventures of a young Australian girl named Nicky, and her family and friends in Indonesia and Australia. Each topic in Keren! is taught thematically, built around a cartoon comic strip storyboard that emphasizes listening, speaking, reading, and writing. Each cartoon dialogue is performed on the audio CDs using a variety of accents. Keren! Stage 1 Activity Book corresponds directly to the seven topics of study in the Keren! Stage 1 Course Book. Cross-references to language functions and grammar points are provided. Some topics in the Keren! Stage 1 Activity Book include basic greetings, numbers, leisure activities, and family relationships.

---

**Item ID:** ALLIndo004  **Title:** Keren! Stage 1 Indonesian Course Book, Text (copy 3)

**Year:** 2002  **Language:** Indonesian

**Duration:**  **Genre:** instructional, language drill and practice

**Subject:** Indonesian language

**Contents:** Student Text: ALLIndo002 (3 copies); Workbook: ALLIndo005 (4 copies); CD-Rom: ALLIndo009 (2 copies); Audio CD 1: ALLIndo011; Audio CD 2: ALLIndo012; Audio CD 3: ALLIndo013; Teacher Text: ALLIndo014; Listening Test: ALLIndo015.

// By Ian J. White. Keren! is an engaging Indonesian series for middle and high school students. This fantastic 3-stage Indonesian series centers around the adventures of a young Australian girl named Nicky and her family and friends in Australia and Indonesia. Keren! addresses the three strands of listening and speaking, reading and writing. The Keren! series has balance of content, clearly-explained grammar and cultural appreciation. Each topic is taught thematically and built around a cartoon comic strip. Throughout the book there are numerous types of listening activities, grammar-based exercises, key words and expressions, Indonesian cultural notes and revision. // Keren! Stage 1 Course Book, Activity Book, & CD-ROM Pack includes both student books and an interactive CD-ROM that contains e-content for the course book and activity book (answers can be filled in on-screen and printed), plus audio from the audio CDs. The course book is arranged into seven topics of study designed to stimulate student interest and to present real-life situations in Indonesia. Full-color illustrations accompany each lesson as students follow the adventures of a young Australian girl named Nicky, and her family and friends in Indonesia and Australia. Each topic in Keren! is taught thematically, built around a cartoon comic strip storyboard that emphasizes listening, speaking, reading, and writing. Each cartoon dialogue is performed on the
audio CDs using a variety of accents. Keren! Stage 1 Activity Book corresponds directly to the seven topics of study in the Keren! Stage 1 Course Book. Cross-references to language functions and grammar points are provided. Some topics in the Keren! Stage 1 Activity Book include basic greetings, numbers, leisure activities, and family relationships.
the Keren! Stage 1 Course Book. Cross-references to language functions and grammar points are provided. Some topics in the Keren! Stage 1 Activity Book include basic greetings, numbers, leisure activities, and family relationships.

Item ID: ALLIndo008  Title: Keren! Stage 1 Indonesian Activity Book, Text (copy 4)
Year: 2002  Language: Indonesian
Duration: Genre: instructional, language drill and practice
Subject: Indonesian language
Contents: Student Text: ALLIndo002 (3 copies); Workbook: ALLIndo005 (4 copies); CD-Rom: ALLIndo009 (2 copies); Audio CD 1: ALLIndo011; Audio CD 2: ALLIndo012; Audio CD 3: ALLIndo013; Teacher Text: ALLIndo014; Listening Test: ALLIndo015.
// Keren! Stage 1 Activity Book corresponds directly to the seven topics of study in the Keren! Stage 1 Course Book. Cross-references to language functions and grammar points are provided. Some topics in the Keren! Stage 1 Activity Book include basic greetings, numbers, leisure activities, and family relationships.

Item ID: ALLIndo009  Title: Keren! Stage 1 Indonesian, CD-Rom (copy 1)
Year: 2002  Language: Indonesian
Duration: Genre: instructional, language drill and practice
Subject: Indonesian language
Contents: Student Text: ALLIndo002 (3 copies); Workbook: ALLIndo005 (4 copies); CD-Rom: ALLIndo009 (2 copies); Audio CD 1: ALLIndo011; Audio CD 2: ALLIndo012; Audio CD 3: ALLIndo013; Teacher Text: ALLIndo014; Listening Test: ALLIndo015.
// Accompanies Keren! Stage 1.

Item ID: ALLIndo010  Title: Keren! Stage 1 Indonesian, CD-Rom (copy 2)
Year: 2002  Language: Indonesian
Duration: Genre: instructional, language drill and practice
Subject: Indonesian language
Contents: Student Text: ALLIndo002 (3 copies); Workbook: ALLIndo005 (4 copies); CD-Rom: ALLIndo009 (2 copies); Audio CD 1: ALLIndo011; Audio CD 2: ALLIndo012; Audio CD 3: ALLIndo013; Teacher Text: ALLIndo014; Listening Test: ALLIndo015.
// Accompanies Keren! Stage 1.

Item ID: ALLIndo011  Title: Keren! Stage 1 Indonesian, Audio CD 1
Year: 2002  Language: Indonesian
**Duration:** 70  **Genre:** instructional, language drill and practice  
**Subject:** Indonesian language  
**Contents:** Student Text: ALLIndo002 (3 copies); Workbook: ALLIndo005 (4 copies); CD-Rom: ALLIndo009 (2 copies); Audio CD 1: ALLIndo011; Audio CD 2: ALLIndo012; Audio CD 3: ALLIndo013; Teacher Text: ALLIndo014; Listening Test: ALLIndo015. // Accompanies textbook.

---

**Item ID:** ALLIndo012  **Title:** Keren! Stage 1 Indonesian, Audio CD 2  
**Year:** 2002  **Language:** Indonesian  
**Duration:** 70  **Genre:** instructional, language drill and practice  
**Subject:** Indonesian language  
**Contents:** Student Text: ALLIndo002 (3 copies); Workbook: ALLIndo005 (4 copies); CD-Rom: ALLIndo009 (2 copies); Audio CD 1: ALLIndo011; Audio CD 2: ALLIndo012; Audio CD 3: ALLIndo013; Teacher Text: ALLIndo014; Listening Test: ALLIndo015. // Accompanies textbook.

---

**Item ID:** ALLIndo013  **Title:** Keren! Stage 1 Indonesian, Audio CD 3  
**Year:** 2002  **Language:** Indonesian  
**Duration:** 70  **Genre:** instructional, language drill and practice  
**Subject:** Indonesian language  
**Contents:** Student Text: ALLIndo002 (3 copies); Workbook: ALLIndo005 (4 copies); CD-Rom: ALLIndo009 (2 copies); Audio CD 1: ALLIndo011; Audio CD 2: ALLIndo012; Audio CD 3: ALLIndo013; Teacher Text: ALLIndo014; Listening Test: ALLIndo015. // Accompanies textbook.

---

**Item ID:** ALLIndo014  **Title:** Keren! Stage 1 Indonesian Teacher’s Book, Text  
**Year:** 2002  **Language:** Indonesian  
**Duration:** 70  **Genre:** instructional, language drill and practice  
**Subject:** Indonesian language  
**Contents:** Student Text: ALLIndo002 (3 copies); Workbook: ALLIndo005 (4 copies); CD-Rom: ALLIndo009 (2 copies); Audio CD 1: ALLIndo011; Audio CD 2: ALLIndo012; Audio CD 3: ALLIndo013; Teacher Text: ALLIndo014; Listening Test: ALLIndo015. // Accompanies Text.

---

**Item ID:** ALLIndo015  **Title:** Keren! Stage 1 Indonesian Listening Test, Audio CD  
**Year:** 2002  **Language:** Indonesian
Duration: 70  Genre: instructional, language drill and practice
Subject: Indonesian language
Contents: Student Text: ALLIndo002 (3 copies); Workbook: ALLIndo005 (4 copies); CD-Rom: ALLIndo009 (2 copies); Audio CD 1: ALLIndo011; Audio CD 2: ALLIndo012; Audio CD 3: ALLIndo013; Teacher Text: ALLIndo014; Listening Test: ALLIndo015. // Accompanies textbook.

Item ID: ALLIndo016  Title: Keren! Stage 2 Indonesian Course Book, Text (copy 1)
Year: 2002  Language: Indonesian
Duration:  Genre: instructional, language drill and practice
Subject: Indonesian language
Contents: Student Text: ALLIndo016 (2 copies); Workbook: ALLIndo018 (2 copies); CD-Rom: ALLIndo020 (2 copies); Audio CD 1: ALLIndo022; Audio CD 2: ALLIndo023; Audio CD 3: ALLIndo024; Teacher Text: ALLIndo025; Listening Test: ALLIndo026. // By Ian J. White. Keren! is an engaging Indonesian series for middle and high school students. This fantastic 3-stage Indonesian series centers around the adventures of a young Australian girl named Nicky and her family and friends in Australia and Indonesia. Keren! addresses the three strands of listening and speaking, reading and writing. The Keren! series has balance of content, clearly-explained grammar and cultural appreciation. Each topic is taught thematically and built around a cartoon comic strip. Throughout the book there are numerous types of listening activities, grammar-based exercises, key words and expressions, Indonesian cultural notes and revision. // Keren! Stage 2 Course Book is arranged into seven topics of study designed to stimulate student interest and to present real-life situations in Indonesia. Some topics in the Keren! Stage 2 Course Book include travel, food likes and dislikes, and illness. In Stage 2, Nicky travels to Yogyakarta and students learn how this city contrasts with Jakarta.

Item ID: ALLIndo017  Title: Keren! Stage 2 Indonesian Course Book, Text (copy 2)
Year: 2002  Language: Indonesian
Duration:  Genre: instructional, language drill and practice
Subject: Indonesian language
Contents: Student Text: ALLIndo016 (2 copies); Workbook: ALLIndo018 (2 copies); CD-Rom: ALLIndo020 (2 copies); Audio CD 1: ALLIndo022; Audio CD 2: ALLIndo023; Audio CD 3: ALLIndo024; Teacher Text: ALLIndo025; Listening Test: ALLIndo026. // By Ian J. White. Keren! is an engaging Indonesian series for middle and high school students. This fantastic 3-stage Indonesian series centers around the adventures of a young Australian girl named Nicky and her family and friends in Australia and Indonesia. Keren! addresses the three strands of listening and speaking, reading and writing. The Keren! series has balance of content, clearly-
explained grammar and cultural appreciation. Each topic is taught thematically and
built around a cartoon comic strip. Throughout the book there are numerous types
of listening activities, grammar-based exercises, key words and expressions,
Indonesian cultural notes and revision. // Keren! Stage 2 Course Book is arranged
into seven topics of study designed to stimulate student interest and to present real-
life situations in Indonesia. Some topics in the Keren! Stage 2 Course Book include
travel, food likes and dislikes, and illness. In Stage 2, Nicky travels to Yogyakarta and
students learn how this city contrasts with Jakarta.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item ID: ALLIndo018</th>
<th>Title: Keren! Stage 2 Indonesian Activity Book, Text (copy 1)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Year: 2002</td>
<td>Language: Indonesian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration:</td>
<td>Genre: instructional, language drill and practice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject:</td>
<td>Indonesian language</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contents:</td>
<td>Student Text: ALLIndo016 (2 copies); Workbook: ALLIndo018 (2 copies); CD-Rom: ALLIndo020 (2 copies); Audio CD 1: ALLIndo022; Audio CD 2: ALLIndo023; Audio CD 3: ALLIndo024; Teacher Text: ALLIndo025; Listening Test: ALLIndo026. // By Ian J. White. Accompanies Keren! Stage 2 Course Book.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item ID: ALLIndo019</th>
<th>Title: Keren! Stage 2 Indonesian Activity Book, Text (copy 2)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Year: 2002</td>
<td>Language: Indonesian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration:</td>
<td>Genre: instructional, language drill and practice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject:</td>
<td>Indonesian language</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contents:</td>
<td>Student Text: ALLIndo016 (2 copies); Workbook: ALLIndo018 (2 copies); CD-Rom: ALLIndo020 (2 copies); Audio CD 1: ALLIndo022; Audio CD 2: ALLIndo023; Audio CD 3: ALLIndo024; Teacher Text: ALLIndo025; Listening Test: ALLIndo026. // By Ian J. White. Accompanies Keren! Stage 2 Course Book.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item ID: ALLIndo020</th>
<th>Title: Keren! Stage 2 Indonesian, CD-Rom (copy 1)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Year: 2002</td>
<td>Language: Indonesian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration:</td>
<td>Genre: instructional, language drill and practice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject:</td>
<td>Indonesian language</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contents:</td>
<td>Student Text: ALLIndo016 (2 copies); Workbook: ALLIndo018 (2 copies); CD-Rom: ALLIndo020 (2 copies); Audio CD 1: ALLIndo022; Audio CD 2: ALLIndo023; Audio CD 3: ALLIndo024; Teacher Text: ALLIndo025; Listening Test: ALLIndo026. // Accompanies Keren! Stage 2.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<p>| Item ID: ALLIndo021 | Title: Keren! Stage 2 Indonesian, CD-Rom (copy 2) |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item ID</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Language</th>
<th>Duration</th>
<th>Genre</th>
<th>Subject</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ALLIndo022</td>
<td>Keren! Stage 2 Indonesian, Audio CD 1</td>
<td>2002</td>
<td>Indonesian</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>instructional, language drill and practice</td>
<td>Indonesian language</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALLIndo023</td>
<td>Keren! Stage 2 Indonesian, Audio CD 2</td>
<td>2002</td>
<td>Indonesian</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>instructional, language drill and practice</td>
<td>Indonesian language</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALLIndo024</td>
<td>Keren! Stage 2 Indonesian, Audio CD 3</td>
<td>2002</td>
<td>Indonesian</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>instructional, language drill and practice</td>
<td>Indonesian language</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALLIndo025</td>
<td>Keren! Stage 2 Indonesian Teacher's Book, Text</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Year: 2002  Language: Indonesian  
Genre: instructional, language drill and practice  
Subject: Indonesian language  
Contents: Student Text: ALLIndo016 (2 copies); Workbook: ALLIndo018 (2 copies); CD-ROM: ALLIndo020 (2 copies); Audio CD 1: ALLIndo022; Audio CD 2: ALLIndo023; Audio CD 3: ALLIndo024; Teacher Text: ALLIndo025; Listening Test: ALLIndo026. // Accompanies Text.

Item ID: ALLIndo026  Title: Keren! Stage 2 Indonesian Listening Test, Audio CD  
Year: 2002  Language: Indonesian  
Genre: instructional, language drill and practice  
Subject: Indonesian language  
Contents: Student Text: ALLIndo016 (2 copies); Workbook: ALLIndo018 (2 copies); CD-ROM: ALLIndo020 (2 copies); Audio CD 1: ALLIndo022; Audio CD 2: ALLIndo023; Audio CD 3: ALLIndo024; Teacher Text: ALLIndo025; Listening Test: ALLIndo026. // Accompanies textbook.

Item ID: ALLIndo027  Title: Keren! Stage 3 Indonesian Course Book, Text  
Year: 2004  Language: Indonesian  
Genre: instructional, language drill and practice  
Subject: Indonesian language  
Contents: Student Text: ALLIndo027; Workbook: ALLIndo028 (2 copies); CD-Rom: ALLIndo030; Audio CD 1: ALLIndo031; Audio CD 2: ALLIndo032; Audio CD 3: ALLIndo033; Audio CD 4: ALLIndo034; Teacher Text: ALLIndo035; Listening Test 1: ALLIndo036; Listening Test 2: ALLIndo037. // By Ian J. White. Keren! is an engaging Indonesian series for middle and high school students. This fantastic 3-stage Indonesian series centers around the adventures of a young Australian girl named Nicky and her family and friends in Australia and Indonesia. Keren! addresses the three strands of listening and speaking, reading and writing. The Keren! series has balance of content, clearly-explained grammar and cultural appreciation. Each topic is taught thematically and built around a cartoon comic strip. Throughout the book there are numerous types of listening activities, grammar-based exercises, key words and expressions, Indonesian cultural notes and revision. // Keren! Stage 3 & 4 Course Book is arranged into six topics of study designed to stimulate student interest and to present real-life situations in Indonesia. Students will learn dialogues, listening skills, and key vocabulary words and expressions, as well as grammar and Indonesian cultural notes. Some topics in the Keren! Stage 3 & 4 Course Book include describing the weather, popular music, environmental issues, and Indonesian history.
Item ID: ALLIndo028  Title: Keren! Stage 3 Indonesian Activity Book, Text (copy 1)
Year: 2004  Language: Indonesian
Duration:  Genre: instructional, language drill and practice
Subject: Indonesian language
Contents: Student Text: ALLIndo027; Workbook: ALLIndo028 (2 copies); CD-Rom: ALLIndo030; Audio CD 1: ALLIndo031; Audio CD 2: ALLIndo032; Audio CD 3: ALLIndo033; Audio CD 4: ALLIndo034; Teacher Text: ALLIndo035; Listening Test 1: ALLIndo036; Listening Test 2: ALLIndo037. // By Ian J. White. Accompanies Keren! Stage 3 Course Book.

Item ID: ALLIndo029  Title: Keren! Stage 3 Indonesian Activity Book, Text (copy 2)
Year: 2004  Language: Indonesian
Duration:  Genre: instructional, language drill and practice
Subject: Indonesian language
Contents: Student Text: ALLIndo027; Workbook: ALLIndo028 (2 copies); CD-Rom: ALLIndo030; Audio CD 1: ALLIndo031; Audio CD 2: ALLIndo032; Audio CD 3: ALLIndo033; Audio CD 4: ALLIndo034; Teacher Text: ALLIndo035; Listening Test 1: ALLIndo036; Listening Test 2: ALLIndo037. // By Ian J. White. Accompanies Keren! Stage 3 Course Book.

Item ID: ALLIndo030  Title: Keren! Stage 3 Indonesian, CD-Rom
Year: 2004  Language: Indonesian
Duration:  Genre: instructional, language drill and practice
Subject: Indonesian language
Contents: Student Text: ALLIndo027; Workbook: ALLIndo028 (2 copies); CD-Rom: ALLIndo030; Audio CD 1: ALLIndo031; Audio CD 2: ALLIndo032; Audio CD 3: ALLIndo033; Audio CD 4: ALLIndo034; Teacher Text: ALLIndo035; Listening Test 1: ALLIndo036; Listening Test 2: ALLIndo037. // Accompanies Keren! Stage 3.

Item ID: ALLIndo031  Title: Keren! Stage 3 Indonesian, Audio CD 1
Year: 2004  Language: Indonesian
Duration:  Genre: instructional, language drill and practice
Subject: Indonesian language
Contents: Student Text: ALLIndo027; Workbook: ALLIndo028 (2 copies); CD-Rom: ALLIndo030; Audio CD 1: ALLIndo031; Audio CD 2: ALLIndo032; Audio CD 3:
ALLIndo033; Audio CD 4: ALLIndo034; Teacher Text: ALLIndo035; Listening Test 1: ALLIndo036; Listening Test 2: ALLIndo037. // Accompanies textbook.

---

**Item ID:** ALLIndo032  **Title:** Keren! Stage 3 Indonesian, Audio CD 2  
**Year:** 2004  **Language:** Indonesian  
**Duration:** 70  **Genre:** instructional, language drill and practice  
**Subject:** Indonesian language  
**Contents:** Student Text: ALLIndo027; Workbook: ALLIndo028 (2 copies); CD-Rom: ALLIndo030; Audio CD 1: ALLIndo031; Audio CD 2: ALLIndo032; Audio CD 3: ALLIndo033; Audio CD 4: ALLIndo034; Teacher Text: ALLIndo035; Listening Test 1: ALLIndo036; Listening Test 2: ALLIndo037. // Accompanies textbook.

---

**Item ID:** ALLIndo033  **Title:** Keren! Stage 3 Indonesian, Audio CD 3  
**Year:** 2004  **Language:** Indonesian  
**Duration:** 70  **Genre:** instructional, language drill and practice  
**Subject:** Indonesian language  
**Contents:** Student Text: ALLIndo027; Workbook: ALLIndo028 (2 copies); CD-Rom: ALLIndo030; Audio CD 1: ALLIndo031; Audio CD 2: ALLIndo032; Audio CD 3: ALLIndo033; Audio CD 4: ALLIndo034; Teacher Text: ALLIndo035; Listening Test 1: ALLIndo036; Listening Test 2: ALLIndo037. // Accompanies textbook.

---

**Item ID:** ALLIndo034  **Title:** Keren! Stage 3 Indonesian, Audio CD 4  
**Year:** 2004  **Language:** Indonesian  
**Duration:** 70  **Genre:** instructional, language drill and practice  
**Subject:** Indonesian language  
**Contents:** Student Text: ALLIndo027; Workbook: ALLIndo028 (2 copies); CD-Rom: ALLIndo030; Audio CD 1: ALLIndo031; Audio CD 2: ALLIndo032; Audio CD 3: ALLIndo033; Audio CD 4: ALLIndo034; Teacher Text: ALLIndo035; Listening Test 1: ALLIndo036; Listening Test 2: ALLIndo037. // Accompanies textbook.

---

**Item ID:** ALLIndo035  **Title:** Keren! Stage 3 Indonesian Teacher’s Book, Text  
**Year:** 2004  **Language:** Indonesian  
**Genre:** instructional, language drill and practice  
**Subject:** Indonesian language  
**Contents:** Student Text: ALLIndo027; Workbook: ALLIndo028 (2 copies); CD-Rom: ALLIndo030; Audio CD 1: ALLIndo031; Audio CD 2: ALLIndo032; Audio CD 3:
Item ID: ALLIndo036  Title: Keren! Stage 3 Indonesian, Listening Test 1, Audio CD
Year: 2004  Language: Indonesian
Duration: 70  Genre: instructional, language drill and practice
Subject: Indonesian language
Contents: Student Text: ALLIndo027; Workbook: ALLIndo028 (2 copies); CD-Rom: ALLIndo030; Audio CD 1: ALLIndo031; Audio CD 2: ALLIndo032; Audio CD 3: ALLIndo033; Audio CD 4: ALLIndo034; Teacher Text: ALLIndo035; Listening Test 1: ALLIndo036; Listening Test 2: ALLIndo037.  //  Accompanies textbook.

Item ID: ALLIndo037  Title: Keren! Stage 3 Indonesian, Listening Test 2, Audio CD
Year: 2004  Language: Indonesian
Duration: 70  Genre: instructional, language drill and practice
Subject: Indonesian language
Contents: Student Text: ALLIndo027; Workbook: ALLIndo028 (2 copies); CD-Rom: ALLIndo030; Audio CD 1: ALLIndo031; Audio CD 2: ALLIndo032; Audio CD 3: ALLIndo033; Audio CD 4: ALLIndo034; Teacher Text: ALLIndo035; Listening Test 1: ALLIndo036; Listening Test 2: ALLIndo037.  //  Accompanies textbook.

Item ID: ALLIndo038  Title: Pimsleur Compact Indonesian, Audio CD 1 (Lessons 1 & 2)
Year: 2006  Language: Indonesian
Duration: 60  Genre: instructional, language drill and practice
Subject: Indonesian language
Contents: 5 audio CD set, two lessons per CD. Compact Indonesian, a stand-alone 10-lesson (5 hours) program, teaches beginning language strategies for essential communication and traveling needs, plus an introduction to reading. The Pimsleur Method provides the most effective language-learning program ever developed. The Pimsleur Method gives you quick command of Indonesian structure without tedious drills. Learning to speak Indonesian can actually be enjoyable and rewarding. The key reason most people struggle with new languages is that they aren't given proper instruction, only bits and pieces of a language. Other language programs sell only pieces -- dictionaries; grammar books and instructions; lists of hundreds or even thousands of words and definitions; audios containing useless drills. They leave it to you to assemble these pieces as you try to speak. Pimsleur enables you to spend your time learning to speak the language rather than just studying its parts. Millions of people have used Pimsleur to gain real conversational skills in new languages.
quickly and easily, wherever and whenever -- without books, written exercises, or drills.
quickly and easily, wherever and whenever -- without books, written exercises, or drills.

---

**Item ID:** ALLIndo041  **Title:** Pimsleur Compact Indonesian, Audio CD 4 (Lessons 7 & 8)

**Year:** 2006  **Language:** Indonesian

**Duration:** 60  **Genre:** instructional, language drill and practice

**Subject:** Indonesian language

**Contents:** 5 audio CD set, two lessons per CD. Compact Indonesian, a stand-alone 10-lesson (5 hours) program, teaches beginning language strategies for essential communication and traveling needs, plus an introduction to reading. The Pimsleur Method provides the most effective language-learning program ever developed. The Pimsleur Method gives you quick command of Indonesian structure without tedious drills. Learning to speak Indonesian can actually be enjoyable and rewarding. The key reason most people struggle with new languages is that they aren't given proper instruction, only bits and pieces of a language. Other language programs sell only pieces -- dictionaries; grammar books and instructions; lists of hundreds or even thousands of words and definitions; audios containing useless drills. They leave it to you to assemble these pieces as you try to speak. Pimsleur enables you to spend your time learning to speak the language rather than just studying its parts. Millions of people have used Pimsleur to gain real conversational skills in new languages quickly and easily, wherever and whenever -- without books, written exercises, or drills.

---

**Item ID:** ALLIndo042  **Title:** Pimsleur Compact Indonesian, Audio CD 5 (Lessons 9 & 10)

**Year:** 2006  **Language:** Indonesian

**Duration:** 60  **Genre:** instructional, language drill and practice

**Subject:** Indonesian language

**Contents:** 5 audio CD set, two lessons per CD. Compact Indonesian, a stand-alone 10-lesson (5 hours) program, teaches beginning language strategies for essential communication and traveling needs, plus an introduction to reading. The Pimsleur Method provides the most effective language-learning program ever developed. The Pimsleur Method gives you quick command of Indonesian structure without tedious drills. Learning to speak Indonesian can actually be enjoyable and rewarding. The key reason most people struggle with new languages is that they aren't given proper instruction, only bits and pieces of a language. Other language programs sell only pieces -- dictionaries; grammar books and instructions; lists of hundreds or even thousands of words and definitions; audios containing useless drills. They leave it to you to assemble these pieces as you try to speak. Pimsleur enables you to spend your time learning to speak the language rather than just studying its parts. Millions of people have used Pimsleur to gain real conversational skills in new languages
quickly and easily, wherever and whenever -- without books, written exercises, or drills.

---

**Item ID:** ALLIndo043  **Title:** Rosetta Stone: Indonesian, Level 1, Text  
**Year:** 2002  **Language:** Indonesian  
**Duration:** **Genre:** instructional, language drill and practice  
**Subject:** beginning Indonesian  
**Contents:** Learn basic Indonesian conversational skills, including greetings and introductions, simple questions and answers, shopping and much more.

---

**Item ID:** ALLIndo044  **Title:** Rosetta Stone: Indonesian, Level 1, CD-Rom  
**Year:** 2002  **Language:** Indonesian  
**Duration:** **Genre:** instructional, language drill and practice  
**Subject:** beginning Indonesian  
**Contents:** Learn basic Indonesian conversational skills, including greetings and introductions, simple questions and answers, shopping and much more.  
Accompanies text.

---

**Item ID:** ALLIndo045  **Title:** Rosetta Stone: Application Installation, CD-Rom  
**Year:** 2002  **Language:** Indonesian  
**Duration:** **Genre:** instructional, language drill and practice  
**Subject:** beginning Indonesian  
**Contents:** Accompanies text. Needed to install software.

---

**Item ID:** ALLIndo046  **Title:** Beginning Indonesian through Self-Instruction, Book 1, Text  
**Year:** 1992  **Language:** Indonesian  
**Duration:** **Genre:** instructional, language drill and practice  
**Subject:** beginning Indonesian  
**Contents:** By John U. Wolff, Dede Oetomo, Daniel Fietkeiwicz.  
Book 1: Preface, Instructions, Key, Glossary, Index. The first volume of a complete three-volume curriculum for learning Indonesian at the beginning and intermediate levels. Includes an extensive Indonesian-English glossary (over 2,600 words) and a complete answer key. Additionally, every exercise in the series is included on a DVD, available separately. For more information about ordering the DVD, contact SEAP at SEAP-Pubs@cornell.edu.
**Item ID:** ALLIndo047  **Title:** Beginning Indonesian through Self-Instruction, Book 2, Text  
**Year:** 1992  **Language:** Indonesian  
**Duration:** Genre: instructional, language drill and practice  
**Subject:** beginning Indonesian  
**Contents:** By John U. Wolff, Dede Oetomo, Daniel Fietkeiwicz. Book 2: Lessons 1-15. The second volume of a three-volume complete curriculum for learning Indonesian at the beginning and intermediate levels. Includes an extensive Indonesian-English glossary (over 2,600 words) and a complete answer key. Additionally, every exercise in the series is included on a DVD, available separately. For more information about ordering the DVD, contact SEAP at SEAP-Pubs@cornell.edu.

---

**Item ID:** ALLIndo048  **Title:** Beginning Indonesian through Self-Instruction, Book 3, Text  
**Year:** 1992  **Language:** Indonesian  
**Duration:** Genre: instructional, language drill and practice  
**Subject:** beginning Indonesian  
**Contents:** By John U. Wolff, Dede Oetomo, Daniel Fietkeiwicz. Book 3: Lessons 16-25. This SEAP Language text has accompanying audio, available separately from: The Language Resource Center, Tape Sales, Room G11, Noyes Lodge, Cornell University, Ithaca, NY 14853-4701. Tel:(607)255-5542

---

**Item ID:** ALLIndo049  **Title:** Nah, Baca! Authentic Indonesian Readings, Vol. 1, Reading Packet, Text  
**Year:** 1997  **Language:** Indonesian  
**Duration:** Genre: instructional, language drill and practice  
**Subject:** beginning Indonesian  
**Contents:** By Ellen Rafferty, James T. Collins, Erlin Susanti Barnard & David Hiple. The selection of reading texts for second language learners of Indonesian for this volume were based on the desire to provide level-appropriate material, to reflect the diversity of contemporary Indonesian society, and to pique the interest of university students. Included materials are from government publications, Jakarta newspapers, provincial newspapers, news magazines, sensational magazines, women’s magazines, popular and serious literature as well as personal letters, postcards, memos, and invitations. Although students will learn about Indonesian culture from these readings, the primary objective of this volume is to improve the students’ reading proficiency by teaching strategies for reading in a second language. Thus the goal of this volume is to develop independent readers of Indonesian. The reading packet contains photocopies of several types of authentic written or printed materials the learner of Indonesian might encounter in everyday
life in Indonesia, such as handwritten letters, advertisements, press articles, maps, and official notices.

Item ID: ALLIndo050  Title: Nah, Baca! Authentic Indonesian Readings, Vol. 1, Student Workbook, Text
Year: 1997  Language: Indonesian
Genre: instructional, language drill and practice
Subject: beginning Indonesian
Contents: Nah, Baca! Volume One contains twenty-two lessons, based on readings selected from the contemporary Indonesian press. The accompanying graded set of readings in the Reading Packet begin with formulaic texts, such as tickets, receipts, and maps, and move to instructional texts such as invitations, advertisements, and memoranda. Each lesson in the Student Workbook consists of a set of reading activities that explore the significance of the reading, beginning with a global reading and proceeding through more detailed readings.

Item ID: ALLIndo051  Title: Nah, Baca! Authentic Indonesian Readings, Vol. 1, Teacher's Edition, Text
Year: 1997  Language: Indonesian
Genre: instructional, language drill and practice
Subject: beginning Indonesian
Contents: This Teacher’s Edition accompanies Nah, Baca!, Volume One, which is designed for a first year language course at the university level and is intended as a supplement to a basic Indonesian text.

Item ID: ALLIndo052  Title: Vocabulary Building in Indonesian--An Advanced Reader, Text
Year: 1984  Language: Indonesian
Genre: instructional, language drill and practice
Subject: beginning Indonesian
Contents: By Soenjono Dardjowidjojo. An outstanding advanced text intended to complement and supplement Indonesian language materials now available. The author takes the student through a series of original essays and previously published material on a variety of subjects, not merely explaining grammatical and vocabulary matters, but offering detailed discussions of nuances, alternative meanings, synonyms and antonyms. This unique vocabulary exploration device forms about one-third of the book, and makes the lessons powerful aids to efficient and in-depth language learning.
**Item ID:** ALLIndo053  **Title:** Bahasa Indonesia, Book One, Text

**Year:** 1977  **Language:** Indonesian

**Duration:** Genre: instructional, language drill and practice

**Subject:** beginning Indonesian

**Contents:** By Yohanni Johns, with Robyn Stokes. Introduction to Indonesian Language and Culture. “Bahasa Indonesia” is the standard introductory language text used in university-level courses around the world. This two-volume set is completely self-contained, providing clear explanations of all basic grammar points. It may be used as a comprehensive series of lessons conducted by an instructor or for self-taught study. The goal is complete mastery of standard Bahasa Indonesia in its written and spoken forms. Extensive notes on usage and etiquette and copious practical examples make it suitable as an in-depth introduction to both the language and the culture of Indonesia.

---

**Item ID:** ALLIndo054  **Title:** Authentic Indonesian Video, Text

**Year:** 1998  **Language:** Indonesian

**Duration:** Genre: instructional, language drill and practice

**Subject:** intermediate Indonesian

**Contents:** By Erlin Barnard, Julie Winter, & David Hiple. This text & 3-video set presents 20 intermediate to advanced lessons based on authentic programming and featuring language-learning activities with a key for self-correction. Additional texts may be ordered separately for classroom use.

---

**Item ID:** ALLIndo055  **Title:** Authentic Indonesian Video, Tape 1, VHS

**Year:** 1998  **Language:** Indonesian

**Duration:** 32  **Genre:** instructional, language drill and practice

**Subject:** intermediate Indonesian

**Contents:** Lessons: 1 – Termorex; 2 – Aqua; 3 – Resep; 4 – Tradisi Nyekar; 5 – Tradisi Padusan; 6 – Sepak Bola Api.

---

**Item ID:** ALLIndo056  **Title:** Authentic Indonesian Video, Tape 2, VHS

**Year:** 1998  **Language:** Indonesian

**Duration:** 58  **Genre:** instructional, language drill and practice

**Subject:** intermediate Indonesian

Item ID: ALLIndo057  Title: Authentic Indonesian Video, Tape 3, VHS  
Year: 1998  Language: Indonesian  
Duration: 90  Genre: instructional, language drill and practice  
Subject: intermediate Indonesian  

Item ID: ALLIndo058  Title: Mari belajar sopan santun Bahasa Indonesia, Video One, VHS  
Year: 2004  Language: Indonesian  
Duration: 94  Genre: instructional, language drill and practice  
Subject: intermediate Indonesian  
Contents: By Margaret A. DuFon. Video One of two. Filmed on location in East Java, Indonesia, the Mari Belajar Sopan Santun Bahasa Indonesia set consists of two videotapes, a manual, and extended notes on the individual video scenarios. The videos present interactions among Indonesian native speakers and foreign language learners as they engage in tasks and activities of everyday life. The purpose of the videos is to model for foreign language learners how to speak politely in Indonesian by drawing their attention to the ways language is used and the ways it varies according to the social context in which the interaction occurs. The manual accompanying the videos includes the pedagogical background of this project, sample lessons, learning focus, suggested activities, and bibliographies on Indonesian pragmatics and on the teaching of pragmatics in foreign language classrooms. A PDF version of the manual is available online at: http://scholarspace.manoa.hawaii.edu/bitstream/handle/10125/10578/LT34m.pdf?sequence=2. A document containing extended notes on the videotaped scenarios is available at http://hdl.handle.net/10125/8985.

Item ID: ALLIndo059  Title: Mari belajar sopan santun Bahasa Indonesia, Video Two, VHS  
Year: 2004  Language: Indonesian  
Duration: 75  Genre: instructional, language drill and practice  
Subject: intermediate Indonesian  
Contents: By Margaret A. DuFon. Video Two of two.
Item ID: ALLIndo060  Title: Passport Indonesia, Text
Year: 1997  Language: Indonesian
Duration: Genre: instructional, language drill and practice
Subject: Indonesian for tourists

Item ID: ALLIndo061  Title: Instant Indonesian, Text
Year: 2004  Language: Indonesian
Duration: Genre: instructional, language drill and practice
Subject: Indonesian for tourists
Contents: By Stuart Robson & Julian Millie. How to Express 1,000 Different Ideas with Just 100 Key Words and Phrases. Pocket-sized edition.

Item ID: ALLIndo062  Title: Indonesian Phrase Book, Text
Year: 2000  Language: Indonesian
Duration: Genre: instructional, language drill and practice
Subject: Indonesian for tourists

Item ID: ALLIndo063  Title: Returning to Indonesia, Text
Year: 2003  Language: Indonesian
Duration: Genre: instructional, language drill and practice
Subject: Indonesian for job-seekers

Item ID: ALLKann001  Title: Conversational Kannada. A Micro-Wave Approach, Text
Year: 2010  Language: Kannada
Duration: Genre: instructional, language drill and practice
Subject: Kannada (India)
Contents: By N.D. Krishnamurthy & De. U.P. Upadhyaya. 12th edition. This text is a demonstration of creative adoption or rewriting of the basic Kannada material based on a deeper analysis of the language to the specific needs of groups of
learners following a new technique of presentation known as the Micro-wave Technique. The book is the outcome of the author’s long association with the American Peace Corps in training the volunteers and in the preparation of teaching materials. This is intended to serve as a guide both for the teacher and the learner. It is meant to help the non-Kannada speaker to grasp not only the structure of the language and use it as a tool of communication on matters of day-to-day requirement but also to know the cultural peculiarities of the Kannada speaking people. It also renders guidance in learning the writing system. The entire content of this book can be used in an intensive course of two months in a general education program. This can form a text book for a course of one academic year of two semesters.

**Item ID:** ALLKan002  **Title:** Conversational Kannada. A Micro-Wave Approach, Audio CD  
**Year:** 2010  **Language:** Kannada  
**Duration:** 70  **Genre:** instructional, language drill and practice  
**Subject:** Kannada (India)  
**Contents:** Accompanies text. Units 1-4.

**Item ID:** ALLKan003  **Title:** Learn Kannada through English in 30 Days, Text  
**Year:** 0  **Language:** Kannada  
**Duration:**  **Genre:** instructional, language drill and practice  
**Subject:** Kannada (India)  
**Contents:** The book primarily attempts to introduce those whose mother tongue is not Kannada to learning of Kannada by the most natural and the simplest method. It adopts the scientific approach, introducing alphabets, words, sentences in that order and application of these is the most common situations of daily life. Situational sentences and conversational sentences selected for the book reflect the maximum possible commonness of Indian languages and Indian culture. Chief Editor: Krishna Gopal Vikal. Editor: Nalini Srikanth.

**Item ID:** ALLKan004  **Title:** Learn Kannada through English in 30 Days, Text  
**Year:** 0  **Language:** Kannada  
**Duration:**  **Genre:** instructional, language drill and practice  
**Subject:** Kannada (India)  
**Contents:** By Srinivasa Sastry. Readwell Publications. This book is intended to be the springboard for probing the mysteries of the language. The learner is made familiar with alphabet, with the words of daily use, their usage, sentence construction and
their proper arrangement. The basics of the language are meant to develop power of speaking and faculty to write. The book is itself a practical teacher.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item ID: ALLKann005</th>
<th>Title: Learn Kannada in 30 Days, Text</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Year: 2008</td>
<td>Language: Kannada</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration:</td>
<td>Genre: instructional, language drill and practice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject: Kannada (India)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contents: By Ranga Rao. In five parts: Alphabet; Vocabulary; Sentence Structure; Grammar; Useful Phrases and Model Sentences.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item ID: ALLKann006</th>
<th>Title: An Elementary Grammar of Kannada or Canarese Language, Text (copy 1)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Year: 2010</td>
<td>Language: Kannada</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration:</td>
<td>Genre: instructional, language drill and practice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject: Kannada (India)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item ID: ALLKann007</th>
<th>Title: An Elementary Grammar of Kannada or Canarese Language, Text (copy 2)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Year: 2010</td>
<td>Language: Kannada</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration:</td>
<td>Genre: instructional, language drill and practice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject: Kannada (India)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item ID: ALLKann008</th>
<th>Title: An Elementary Grammar of Kannada or Canarese Language, Text (copy 3)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Year: 2010</td>
<td>Language: Kannada</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration:</td>
<td>Genre: instructional, language drill and practice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject: Kannada (India)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Item ID: ALLKann009  Title: Talk Now! Kannada, Beginners, CD-Rom (copy 1)
Year: 2003  Language: Kannada
Duration: Genre: instructional, language drill and practice
Subject: Kannada (India)
Contents: Talk Now! Kannada gives you easy-to-achieve goals. Learning a new language is far too big a task to tackle all at once, so we have broken it down into a series of rewarding challenges. Play interactive language games. Talk Now! feeds you new words, along with pictures to reinforce your memory. It then tests your knowledge with fun quizzes. As soon as you start playing you start learning. Earn points for every game you play. High scorers can go on to win bronze, silver and gold awards, which you can print out as a record of achievement. You will hear Kannada all of the time and, using the recording games, you can start speaking straight away, then compare your voice to a native speaker. You can learn on the move. Carry on learning in the airport lounge or the ferry without a computer. Just print out the phrasebook sheets included in the program and take them with you, or upload the program's sound files onto an iPod. // Play this disc on any computer with a CD drive - if you can play a CD on your computer, or you see a logo for a CD on the slot where you put in the disc, then you'll be able to use this disc. www.eurotalk.com

Item ID: ALLKann010  Title: Talk Now! Kannada, Beginners, CD-Rom (copy 2)
Year: 2003  Language: Kannada
Duration: Genre: instructional, language drill and practice
Subject: Kannada (India)
Contents: Talk Now! Kannada gives you easy-to-achieve goals. Learning a new language is far too big a task to tackle all at once, so we have broken it down into a series of rewarding challenges. Play interactive language games. Talk Now! feeds you new words, along with pictures to reinforce your memory. It then tests your knowledge with fun quizzes. As soon as you start playing you start learning. Earn points for every game you play. High scorers can go on to win bronze, silver and gold awards, which you can print out as a record of achievement. You will hear Kannada all of the time and, using the recording games, you can start speaking straight away, then compare your voice to a native speaker. You can learn on the move. Carry on learning in the airport lounge or the ferry without a computer. Just print out the phrasebook sheets included in the program and take them with you, or upload the program's sound files onto an iPod. // Play this disc on any computer with a CD drive - if you can play a CD on your computer, or you see a logo for a CD on the slot where you put in the disc, then you'll be able to use this disc. www.eurotalk.com

Item ID: ALLKann011  Title: Talk Now! Kannada, Beginners, CD-Rom (copy 3)
Year: 2003  Language: Kannada
Duration: Genre: instructional, language drill and practice  
Subject: Kannada (India)  
Contents: Talk Now! Kannada gives you easy-to-achieve goals. Learning a new language is far too big a task to tackle all at once, so we have broken it down into a series of rewarding challenges. Play interactive language games. Talk Now! feeds you new words, along with pictures to reinforce your memory. It then tests your knowledge with fun quizzes. As soon as you start playing you start learning. Earn points for every game you play. High scorers can go on to win bronze, silver and gold awards, which you can print out as a record of achievement. You will hear Kannada all of the time and, using the recording games, you can start speaking straight away, then compare your voice to a native speaker. You can learn on the move. Carry on learning in the airport lounge or the ferry without a computer. Just print out the phrasebook sheets included in the program and take them with you, or upload the program's sound files onto an iPod. // Play this disc on any computer with a CD drive - if you can play a CD on your computer, or you see a logo for a CD on the slot where you put in the disc, then you'll be able to use this disc. www.eurotalk.com

Item ID: ALLKann012  Title: Kannade Folk Songs, Audio Cassette (archive)  
Year: 1986  Language: Kannada  
Duration: Genre: music  
Subject: Kannada (India)  
Contents: Ghallu Gallenutha. Folk Songs. List accompanies cassette. In archive, must have cassette recorder to use.

Item ID: ALLKann013  Title: Popular Kannada Songs, Audio Cassette (archive)  
Year: 2001  Language: Kannada  
Duration: Genre: music  
Subject: Kannada (India)  
Contents: Classical Revival: Original Voices, Digitally re-Recorded Music. List accompanies cassette. In archive, must have cassette recorder to use.

Item ID: ALLKaza001  Title: Kazakh Language: Grammar, Texts, Vocabulary, Text  
Year: 2011  Language: Kazakh  
Duration: Genre: instructional, language drill and practice  
Subject: Kazakh  
Contents: By Aijan Akhmetova. Alphabet, Vocabulary, Texts, and more.
Item ID: ALLKaza002  Title: Kazakh Language Course, Text
Year: 1995  Language: Kazakh
Duration: Genre: instructional, language drill and practice
Subject: Kazakh
Contents: For Peace Corps volunteers in Kazakhstan. By Bayan Alpysbaeva, Bayan Ismagulova, Uphimalik Turguzhanova. This book is intended to be used in the Kazakh language short-term training program. It was designed and written by a group of highly experienced instructors who took part in teaching the Kazakh language to Peace Corps Volunteers in 1993 and 1994. The competency-based education approach and principles of intensive learning form the basis of the curriculum.

Item ID: ALLKore001  Title: Teach Yourself Korean, Text
Year: 2003  Language: Korean
Duration: Genre: instructional, language drill and practice
Subject: Korean
Contents: By Mark Vincent and Jaehoon Yeon. Korean starts with the basics but moves at a lively pace to give you a good level of understanding, speaking and writing. You will have lots of opportunity to practice the kind of language you will need to be able to communicate with confidence and understand Korean culture. Mark Vincent has conducted research and published in several areas of Korean studies. Jaehoon Yeon lectures in Korean language and literature at SOAS, London University.

Item ID: ALLKore002  Title: Teach Yourself Korean, Audio CD
Year: 2003  Language: Korean
Duration: Genre: instructional, language drill and practice
Subject: Korean
Contents: Accompanies text. 14 units.

Item ID: ALLLatv001  Title: Latvian-English, English-Latvian Dictionary, Text (copy 1)
Year: 2000  Language: Latvian
Duration: Genre: instructional, reference dictionary
Subject: Latvian, Baltic area
Contents: By M. Sosáre & I. Birzvalka. Hippocrene Practical Dictionary. Latvian is spoken by over 1.5 million people, most of them in the Baltic republic of Latvia. Together with Lithuanian, it constitutes the Baltic language group, a branch of the Indo-European family.
Item ID: ALLLatv002  Title: Latvian-English, English-Latvian Dictionary, Text (copy 2)
Year: 2000  Language: Latvian
Duration: Genre: instructional, reference dictionary
Subject: Latvian, Baltic area
Contents: By M. Sosáre & I. Birzvalka. Hippocrene Practical Dictionary. Latvian is spoken by over 1.5 million people, most of them in the Baltic republic of Latvia. Together with Lithuanian, it constitutes the Baltic language group, a branch of the Indo-European family.

Item ID: ALLLatv003  Title: Do it in Latvian! Text
Year: 1996  Language: Latvian
Duration: Genre: instructional, language drill and practice
Subject: Latvian, Baltic area
Contents: “Do it in Latvian” is designed as a teach-yourself aid for those who would like to become acquainted with the Latvian culture, do business, or in any other way e in touch with Latvians. It will also be useful to those Latvians who live abroad and may have a less complete knowledge of Latvian. The material is arranged in 20 lessons, each including explanations of grammar and a list of new words, with particular attention both to phonetic content and grammatical description. Each lesson is based on a text on a particular topic, which forms the framework of the whole lesson. Exercises for better acquisition of grammar and lexis are also included. Two cassettes with audio-recording accompany this edition. By Arvils Salme and Pēteris Údris.

Item ID: ALLLatv004  Title: Runásim latviski, Text
Year: 1999  Language: Latvian
Duration: Genre: instructional, language drill and practice
Subject: Latvian, Baltic area
Contents: The present teaching aid “Runásim latviski” is designed for beginners. It is the second part of two-part introductory course of Latvian for students who know English. Each of the 6 units (VI-XI) comprises a dialogue, a text, lexical material, exercises and grammar. Unit XII includes exercises for revision.

Item ID: ALLLatv005  Title: Palígá! II, Text
Year: 1999  Language: Latvian
Duration: Genre: instructional, language drill and practice
### Subject: Latvian, Baltic area

**Contents:** By Darba Burtníca. The workbook “Palígá! II” has bee developed for use with the textbook for adults learning level two Latvian. The workbook includes assignments and exercises that reinforce and further develop skills acquired at level one. The assignments are structured according to the themes and grammar developed in the text book. The workbook may, however, be used independently to teach Latvian as a Second Language.

---

**Item ID:** ALLLith001  **Title:** Mokomasis: Lithuanian Learner’s Dictionary, Text  
**Year:** 2001  **Language:** Lithuanian  
**Duration:**  **Genre:** instructional, dictionary  
**Subject:** Lithuanian, Baltic area  
**Contents:** By Milda Norkaitiené, Rita Sepetytė, Zita Siménaitė. Lithuanian-Lithuanian dictionary, plus grammar tables, and equivalencies Lithuanian-English-French-German-Polish-Russian.

---

**Item ID:** ALLLith002  **Title:** Beginner’s Lithuanian, Text  
**Year:** 1999  **Language:** Lithuanian  
**Duration:**  **Genre:** instructional, language drill and practice  
**Subject:** Lithuanian, Baltic area  
**Contents:** By Leonardas Dambuiunas, Antanas Klimas, William R. Schmalstieg. Lithuanian is the language of the people of Lithuania and of about a million Americans of Lithuanian origin. Along with Latvian (Lettish) and the now extinct Old Prussian it belongs to the Baltic branch of the Indo-European family of languages. This grammar is designed not for young children, but rather for those who have already reached a certain stage of maturity. The method is traditional, but there are some conversations and pattern drills in the text and it would be possible to use the book with an audio-lingual approach. 40 lessons and complete grammar tables.

---

**Item ID:** ALLLith003  **Title:** Lithuanian, Part 1, Text  
**Year:** 1995  **Language:** Lithuanian  
**Duration:**  **Genre:** instructional, language drill and practice  
**Subject:** Lithuanian, Baltic area  
**Contents:** A Language Course for School and Home by Jonas Kavaliúnas.

---

**Item ID:** ALLLith004  **Title:** Lithuanian, Part 1 Answer Key, Text
Year: 1995  Language: Lithuanian
Duration: Genre: instructional, language drill and practice
Subject: Lithuanian, Baltic area
Contents: Answers to exercises and questions in the textbook.

Item ID: ALLLith005  Title: Po truputi, Lithuanian for Beginners, Student Text
Year: 1999  Language: Lithuanian
Duration: Genre: instructional, language drill and practice
Subject: Lithuanian, Baltic area
Contents: Student’s book by Meiluté Ramonienė, Loreta Vilkienė.

Item ID: ALLLith006  Title: Po truputi, Lithuanian for Beginners, Exercise Text
Year: 1999  Language: Lithuanian
Duration: Genre: instructional, language drill and practice
Subject: Lithuanian, Baltic area

Item ID: ALLLith007  Title: Simon & Schuster’s Pimsleur: Lithuanian, Text + Audio Cassettes (archive)
Year: 1999  Language: Lithuanian
Duration: Genre: instructional, language drill and practice
Subject: beginning Lithuanian
Contents: Set contains 5 audio cassettes and User’s Guide. May be used with cassette player from LMC.

Item ID: ALLLith008  Title: Lithuanian, Part 1, Audio Cassettes 1 & 2 (archive)
Year: 1995  Language: Lithuanian
Duration: 90 Genre: instructional, language drill and practice
Subject: Lithuanian, Baltic area
Contents: A Language Course for School and Home by Jonas Kavaliúnas. In archive, must have cassette recorder to use.

Item ID: ALLLith009  Title: Lithuanian, Part 1, Audio Cassettes 3 & 4 (archive)
Year: 1995  Language: Lithuanian
**Duration:** 90  **Genre:** instructional, language drill and practice  
**Subject:** Lithuanian, Baltic area  
**Contents:** A Language Course for School and Home by Jonas Kavaliúnas. In archive, must have cassette recorder to use.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item ID: ALLMala001</th>
<th>Title: NBS Malayalam English Dictionary, Text</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Year: 1999</td>
<td>Language: Malayalam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Duration:</strong> Genre: instructional, reference dictionary</td>
<td><strong>Subject: Malayalam, southern India</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Contents:</strong> By C. Madhavan Pillai. National Book Stall.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item ID: ALLMala002</th>
<th>Title: Learn Malayalam in 30 Days, Text (copy 1)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Year: 0</td>
<td>Language: Malayalam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Duration:</strong> Genre: instructional, language drill and practice</td>
<td><strong>Subject: Malayalam (India)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Contents:</strong> By Mukandan Nair. Easy Method of Learning Malayalam through English without a Teacher. This book will help to prepare you for a pleasant trip to South India. The book contains everything that will help the beginner to learn the language—the alphabet and pronunciation, words and their pronunciation, sentence construction and familiar proverbs and phrases. The book is a guide for speaking and writing.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item ID: ALLMala003</th>
<th>Title: Learn Malayalam in 30 Days, Text (copy 2)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Year: 0</td>
<td>Language: Malayalam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Duration:</strong> Genre: instructional, language drill and practice</td>
<td><strong>Subject: Malayalam (India)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Contents:</strong> By Mukandan Nair. Easy Method of Learning Malayalam through English without a Teacher. This book will help to prepare you for a pleasant trip to South India. The book contains everything that will help the beginner to learn the language—the alphabet and pronunciation, words and their pronunciation, sentence construction and familiar proverbs and phrases. The book is a guide for speaking and writing.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item ID: ALLMala004</th>
<th>Title: Talk Now! Malayalam, Beginners, CD-Rom (copy 1)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Year: 2003</td>
<td>Language: Malayalam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Duration:</strong> Genre: instructional, language drill and practice</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Subject: Malayalam, southern India

Contents: Talk Now! Malayalam gives you easy-to-achieve goals. Learning a new language is far too big a task to tackle all at once, so we have broken it down into a series of rewarding challenges. Play interactive language games. Talk Now! feeds you new words, along with pictures to reinforce your memory. It then tests your knowledge with fun quizzes. As soon as you start playing you start learning. Earn points for every game you play. High scorers can go on to win bronze, silver and gold awards, which you can print out as a record of achievement. You will hear Kannada all of the time and, using the recording games, you can start speaking straight away, then compare your voice to a native speaker. You can learn on the move. Carry on learning in the airport lounge or the ferry without a computer. Just print out the phrasebook sheets included in the program and take them with you, or upload the program's sound files onto an iPod. // Play this disc on any computer with a CD drive - if you can play a CD on your computer, or you see a logo on the slot where you put in the disc that looks like the one above, then you'll be able to use this disc. www.eurotalk.com
Contents: By David Matthews. Nepali, the official language of the Kingdom of Nepal, is widely spoken throughout the Eastern Himalayas, where it functions as one of the major vehicles of communication. The aim of this course, which covers the whole grammar and all the constructions of modern Nepali, is to present a full description of both the spoken and written forms of modern standard Nepali, and to enable the student to understand, speak and read most types of Nepali.

Item ID: ALLNorw001  Title: Norwegian-English, Engelsk-Norsk Dictionary, Text (copy 1)
Year: 1981  Language: Norwegian
Duration:  Genre: instructional, dictionary
Subject: Norwegian

Item ID: ALLNorw002  Title: Norwegian-English, Engelsk-Norsk Dictionary, Text (copy 2)
Year: 2005  Language: Norwegian
Duration:  Genre: instructional, dictionary
Subject: Norwegian
Contents: Berlitz Publishing Company. Completely revised, fully bilingual, the Berlitz Bilingual Dictionaries are one of the few truly pocket-sized dictionaries for travelers, and are an excellent companion to Berlitz Phrase Books, Cassette Packs, and Pocket Guides. Each revised edition provides: -- Extensive listings of 25,000 words (12,500 per language); -- 250 new entries, from technological terms -- "multitask", "random access memory", to environmental terms -- "toxins", "ozone layer"; -- An expanded menu reader, with new terms and dishes, to help travelers feel more comfortable in foreign restaurants; -- Basic conversational phrases; -- Mini-grammar section with irregular verbs.

Item ID: ALLNorw003  Title: Norsk: Nordmenn og Norge, Text
Year: 1981  Language: Norwegian
Duration:  Genre: instructional, dictionary
Subject: Norwegian
Contents: By Kathleen Stokker og Odd Haddal. Ancillaries include workbook, audio cassettes and anthology. This introduction to Norwegian helps students acquire the basic units of vocabulary and structure and use that knowledge to learn about Norway and Norwegian culture. Once students acquire the basic units of vocabulary and structure, they will use their knowledge of the language to learn about Norway. Students will learn about the cities of Oslo and Bergen, how to converse when eating in a Norwegian home or restaurant, and about Norwegian schools. Emphasis is also
given to travel and communications, as well as the seasons of the year and Norwegian holidays. The present edition of the text features a short grammar summary, a reference for review to assist in drawing together aspects of the grammar that are presented throughout the text. To aid in developing good pronunciation and intonation habits, as well as to internalize certain items of vocabulary and structure, most chapters contain a practice dialogue for students to practice repeatedly while studying the chapter.

Item ID: ALLNorw004  Title: Norsk: Nordmenn og Norge: Workbook, Text
Year: 1981  Language: Norwegian
Duration: Genre: instructional, dictionary
Subject: Norwegian
Contents: By Kathleen Stokker og Odd Haddal. Ancillaries include workbook, audio cassettes and anthology.

Item ID: ALLNorw005  Title: Norsk: Nordmenn og Norge: Anthology, Text
Year: 1981  Language: Norwegian
Duration: Genre: instructional, dictionary
Subject: Norwegian
Contents: By Kathleen Stokker og Odd Haddal. Ancillaries include workbook, audio cassettes and anthology.

Item ID: ALLNorw006  Title: Norsk: Nordmenn og Norge: Audio Cassettes 1 (archive)
Year: 1981  Language: Norwegian
Duration: Genre: instructional, dictionary
Subject: Norwegian
Contents: By Kathleen Stokker og Odd Haddal. Ancillaries include workbook, audio cassettes and anthology. 16 audio cassettes total, 8 in each pack. May be played with cassette player from LMC.

Item ID: ALLNorw007  Title: Norsk: Nordmenn og Norge: Audio Cassettes 2 (archive)
Year: 1981  Language: Norwegian
Duration: Genre: instructional, dictionary
Subject: Norwegian
Contents: By Kathleen Stokker og Odd Haddal. Ancillaries include workbook, audio cassettes and anthology. 16 audio cassettes total, 8 in each pack. May be played with cassette player from LMC.

Item ID: ALLPoli001  Title: Cos wam powiem..., Text
Year: 2006  Language: Polish
Duration: Genre: instructional, language drill and practice
Subject: Polish
Contents: A Communicative Polish Textbook, Levels Threshold B1, Vantage B2: Communicative Exercises (Jezyk polski dla cudzoziemców) by Magdalena Szelc-Mays. This text was prepared for foreigners who wish to broaden their knowledge of spoken Polish and especially for those repatriates of Polish descent who intend to apply for permission to return to the motherland and want to familiarize themselves with phrases and expressions characteristic of contemporary spoken Polish.

Item ID: ALLPoli002  Title: Cos wam powiem..., Audio CD 1
Year: 2006  Language: Polish
Duration: Genre: instructional, language drill and practice
Subject: Polish
Contents: Accompanies text. Units 1-10.

Item ID: ALLPoli003  Title: Cos wam powiem..., Audio CD 2
Year: 2006  Language: Polish
Duration: Genre: instructional, language drill and practice
Subject: Polish
Contents: Accompanies text. Units 11-20.

Item ID: ALLPoli004  Title: Intermediate Polish, Text
Year: 2004  Language: Polish
Duration: Genre: instructional, language drill and practice
Subject: Polish
Contents: A Grammar and Workbook by Dana Bielec. This book is designed for learners who have achieved basic proficiency and wish to progress to more complex language. Each unit combines clear, concise grammar explanations with examples and exercises to help build confidence and fluency. Dana Bielec, an experienced

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item ID: ALLPort001</th>
<th>Title: Brazilian Portuguese, Text</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Year: 1990</td>
<td>Language: Portuguese</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration:</td>
<td>Genre: instructional, language drill and practice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject:</td>
<td>Brazilian Portuguese</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contents:</td>
<td>Cortina Method: Conversational Brazilian Portuguese in 20 Lessons by Edwin D. Williams and Marialice Pessoa. Step By Step, these attractive and interesting lessons make it possible for you to understand and speak Brazilian-Portuguese in the shortest possible time. The Cortina Method combines a selection of practical phrases of everyday use and the absence of complicated grammatical rules, to make the study of spoken Portuguese quick, easy and effective. A Comprehensive Reference Grammar is provided following the lessons. This section which also contains a guide to pronunciation will prove a handy and invaluable aid to the student. Useful Dictionary: This Portuguese-English Dictionary of about 1,200 words also has an index of grammatical points which will be found especially practical because, in addition to giving the translation of the most important words, they refer to sections of the grammar where they are covered.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item ID: ALLPort002</th>
<th>Title: Teach Yourself Brazilian Portuguese, Text</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Year: 2003</td>
<td>Language: Portuguese</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration:</td>
<td>Genre: instructional, language drill and practice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject:</td>
<td>Brazilian Portuguese</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contents:</td>
<td>By Sue Tyson-Ward. Brazilian Portuguese starts with the basics but moves at an energetic pace to give you a good level of understanding, speaking and writing. You will have lots of opportunity to practice the kind of language you will need to be able to communicate with confidence and understand Brazilian culture. Sue Tyson-Ward has written a number of books on Portuguese language and culture.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item ID: ALLPort003</th>
<th>Title: Teach Yourself Brazilian Portuguese, Audio CD 1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Year: 2003</td>
<td>Language: Portuguese</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration:</td>
<td>Genre: instructional, language drill and practice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject:</td>
<td>Brazilian Portuguese</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contents:</td>
<td>Accompanies text. Units 1-10.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Item ID: ALLPort004 | Title: Teach Yourself Brazilian Portuguese, Audio CD 2 |
Item ID: ALLPort005  Title: Brazilian Portuguese 101, DVD
Year: 2006  Language: Portuguese
Duration: Genre: instructional, language drill and practice
Subject: Brazilian Portuguese
Contents: 2-DVD set. Listen, Learn, Speak: Dining, Directions, Greetings, Safety, Shopping, Travel. The Travel Linguist teaches you the 101 words and phrases you must know to have fun and travel safely. Unlike books and tapes, you will learn face to face with our native speakers. Our interactive DVD makes it easy to learn a new language. Use your DVD controller to repeat each word and phrase as many times as you’d like. Skip the words and phrases you already know. Repeat each lesson as many times as you like. Our DVD will work on any TV and any computer with a DVD player anywhere in the world. We’ve included a Word and Phrase Guide inside this package that easily fits into your pocket or a purse. Use it to follow along with our instructors. Carry it with you while you travel.

Item ID: ALLPort006  Title: Portuguese SpeakMore Software, DVD
Year: 2006  Language: Portuguese
Duration: Genre: instructional, language drill and practice
Subject: Brazilian Portuguese
Contents: 2-DVD set. By Transparent Language. Accompanies Brazilian Portuguese 101 by Travel Linguist. Learn Essential Words and Phrases in a Flash! Your Portuguese 101 DVD includes a bonus copy of SpeakMore software for PC or Mac. SpeakMore software is an effective way to learn hundreds of Words and phrases with Perfect Recall. For business, travel, education, or personal enrichment, you’ll quickly learn to understand and speak up to 1,000 common words and 250 essential phrases.

Item ID: ALLPunj001  Title: Colloquial Panjabi, Text
Year: 1995  Language: Punjabi
Duration: Genre: instructional, language drill and practice
Subject: Punjabi language, India
Contents: A Complete Language Course by Manat Rai Bhardwaj. Specially written by an experienced teacher for self-study or class use, the course offers you a step-by-step approach to written and spoken Panjabi. No prior knowledge of the language is
required. By the end of this rewarding course you will be able to communicate confidently and effectively in Panjabi in a broad range of everyday situations.

**Item ID:** ALLPunj002  **Title:** Frog and the Wide World, Text  
**Year:** 1998  **Language:** Punjabi  
**Duration:**  **Genre:** instructional, language drill and practice  
**Subject:** Punjabi language, India  
**Contents:** By Max Velthuijs, with Punjabi translation by Usha Bhardwaj. Full of anticipation, Frog joins Rat on his travel in search of adventure. But Frog soon misses his friends and discovers that wide world is very far from home. Max Velthuijs is a prize-winning artist, whose books approach important topics with gentle humour.

**Item ID:** ALLRoma001  **Title:** Discover Romanian, Text (copy 1)  
**Year:** 1995  **Language:** Romanian  
**Duration:**  **Genre:** instructional, language drill and practice  
**Subject:** Romanian  
**Contents:** An Introduction to the Language and Culture by Rodica C. Botoman. This comprehensive introduction to Romanian for English-speaking students emphasizes communication, with a complete treatment of grammar, an extensive vocabulary, and a focus of the four, major language skills-- listening, speaking, reading, and writing. Ancillaries: Student Workbook and audio CDs.

**Item ID:** ALLRoma002  **Title:** Discover Romanian, Text (copy 2)  
**Year:** 1995  **Language:** Romanian  
**Duration:**  **Genre:** instructional, language drill and practice  
**Subject:** Romanian  
**Contents:** An Introduction to the Language and Culture by Rodica C. Botoman. This comprehensive introduction to Romanian for English-speaking students emphasizes communication, with a complete treatment of grammar, an extensive vocabulary, and a focus of the four, major language skills-- listening, speaking, reading, and writing. Ancillaries: Student Workbook and audio CDs.

**Item ID:** ALLRoma003  **Title:** Discover Romanian: Student Workbook, Text  
**Year:** 1995  **Language:** Romanian  
**Duration:**  **Genre:** instructional, language drill and practice
Subject: Romanian
Contents: By Rodica C. Bo?oman. Accompanies text.

---

Item ID: ALLRoma004  Title: Discover Romanian, Audio CD 1
Year: 1995  Language: Romanian
Duration: Genre: instructional, language drill and practice
Subject: Romanian
Contents: Accompanies text. Chapters 1 & 2. (Currently missing)

---

Item ID: ALLRoma005  Title: Discover Romanian, Audio CD 2
Year: 1995  Language: Romanian
Duration: Genre: instructional, language drill and practice
Subject: Romanian

---

Item ID: ALLRoma006  Title: Discover Romanian, Audio CD 3
Year: 1995  Language: Romanian
Duration: Genre: instructional, language drill and practice
Subject: Romanian

---

Item ID: ALLRoma007  Title: Discover Romanian, Audio CD 4
Year: 1995  Language: Romanian
Duration: Genre: instructional, language drill and practice
Subject: Romanian
Contents: Accompanies text. Chapters 7 & 8.

---

Item ID: ALLRoma008  Title: Discover Romanian, Audio CD 5
Year: 1995  Language: Romanian
Duration: Genre: instructional, language drill and practice
Subject: Romanian
Contents: Accompanies text. Chapters 9 & 10.
**Item ID:** ALLRoma009  **Title:** Discover Romanian, Audio CD 6  
**Year:** 1995  **Language:** Romanian  
**Duration:** Genre: instructional, language drill and practice  
**Subject:** Romanian  
**Contents:** Accompanies text. Chapters 11 & 12.

**Item ID:** ALLRoma010  **Title:** Discover Romanian, Audio CD 7  
**Year:** 1995  **Language:** Romanian  
**Duration:** Genre: instructional, language drill and practice  
**Subject:** Romanian  
**Contents:** Accompanies text. Chapters 13 & 14.

**Item ID:** ALLRoma011  **Title:** Discover Romanian, Audio CD 8  
**Year:** 1995  **Language:** Romanian  
**Duration:** Genre: instructional, language drill and practice  
**Subject:** Romanian  
**Contents:** Accompanies text. Chapters 15 & 16.

**Item ID:** ALLRoma012  **Title:** Discover Romanian, Audio CD 9  
**Year:** 1995  **Language:** Romanian  
**Duration:** Genre: instructional, language drill and practice  
**Subject:** Romanian  
**Contents:** Accompanies text. Chapters 17 & 18.

**Item ID:** ALLRoma013  **Title:** Discover Romanian, Audio CD 10  
**Year:** 1995  **Language:** Romanian  
**Duration:** Genre: instructional, language drill and practice  
**Subject:** Romanian  
**Contents:** Accompanies text. Chapters 19 & 20.

**Item ID:** ALLRoma014  **Title:** Colloquial Romanian, Text (copy 1)  
**Year:** 2002  **Language:** Romanian
Duration: Genre: instructional, language drill and practice  
Subject: Romanian  
Contents: A Complete Course for Beginners by Ramona Gönczöl-Davies and Dennis Deletant. The third edition of this popular course in Romanian for beginners has been completely revised and updated to make learning Romanian easier and more enjoyable than ever before. Specially written by experienced teachers for self-study or class use, the course offers you a step-by-step approach to written and spoken Romanian. No prior knowledge of the language is required.

Item ID: ALLRoma015   Title: Colloquial Romanian, Text (copy 2)  
Year: 2002   Language: Romanian  
Duration: Genre: instructional, language drill and practice  
Subject: Romanian  
Contents: A Complete Course for Beginners by Ramona Gönczöl-Davies and Dennis Deletant. The third edition of this popular course in Romanian for beginners has been completely revised and updated to make learning Romanian easier and more enjoyable than ever before. Specially written by experienced teachers for self-study or class use, the course offers you a step-by-step approach to written and spoken Romanian. No prior knowledge of the language is required.

Item ID: ALLRoma016   Title: Colloquial Romanian, Text (copy 3)  
Year: 2002   Language: Romanian  
Duration: Genre: instructional, language drill and practice  
Subject: Romanian  
Contents: A Complete Course for Beginners by Ramona Gönczöl-Davies and Dennis Deletant. The third edition of this popular course in Romanian for beginners has been completely revised and updated to make learning Romanian easier and more enjoyable than ever before. Specially written by experienced teachers for self-study or class use, the course offers you a step-by-step approach to written and spoken Romanian. No prior knowledge of the language is required.

Item ID: ALLRoma017   Title: Colloquial Romanian, Text (copy 4)  
Year: 2002   Language: Romanian  
Duration: Genre: instructional, language drill and practice  
Subject: Romanian  
Contents: A Complete Course for Beginners by Ramona Gönczöl-Davies and Dennis Deletant. The third edition of this popular course in Romanian for beginners has been completely revised and updated to make learning Romanian easier and more
enjoyable than ever before. Specially written by experienced teachers for self-study or class use, the course offers you a step-by-step approach to written and spoken Romanian. No prior knowledge of the language is required.

Item ID: ALLRoma018  Title: Colloquial Romanian, Audio CD 1
Year: 2002  Language: Romanian
Duration: Genre: instructional, language drill and practice
Subject: Romanian

Item ID: ALLRuss001  Title: Berlitz Russian Phrase Cassette, Audio Cassette (archive)
Year: 1992  Language: Russian
Duration: Genre:
Subject: tourist phrases for Russian
Contents: Russian as it’s really spoken. Includes audioscript booklet. Stored in archive; use with cassette recorder.

Item ID: ALLRuss002  Title: Live from Moscow, Russian Stage 1: Workbook, Text
Year: 1996  Language: Russian
Duration: Genre:
Subject: workbook for beginning Russian
Contents: By Kira S. Gor & Inna A. Hardman. The Workbook for “Russian: Stage One: Live from Moscow!” features varied and interesting activities for Lessons 1-7. The materials and activities address students of differing learning styles and motivations for studying Russian. “Russian: Stage 1: Live from Moscow!” is a comprehensive program for elementary Russian at the university level.

Item ID: ALLSamo001  Title: Samoan Dictionary, Text
Year: 1966  Language: Samoan
Duration: Genre: instructional, reference dictionary
Subject: Samoa, Pacific island

Item ID: ALLSamo002  Title: Gagana Samoa: A Samoan Language Coursebook, Text
**Contents:** By Galumalemana Afeleti Hunkin. “Gagana Samoa” is a modern Samoan language resource. Designed for both classroom and personal use, it features: a methodical approach suitable for all ages; an emphasis on patterns of speech and communication through practice and examples; over 950 exercises to reinforce comprehension; oral skills supplemented by optional cassette; and an introduction to the wider culture of fa'asomoa through photographs. Galumalemana Afeleti Hunkin was born in Fale’ula, Western Samoa in 1945. He has had wide classroom experience in both New Zealand and Western Samoa.

**Item ID:** ALLSlov001  **Title:** Colloquial Slovak, Text
**Year:** 1997  **Language:** Slovak
**Duration:** 60  **Genre:** instructional, Language drill and practice
**Subject:** Slovak language
**Contents:** The Complete Course for Beginners by James Naughton. Colloquial Slovak is easy to use and completely up to date. Specially written by an experienced teacher for self-study and class use, the course offers you a step-by-step approach to written and spoken Slovak. While emphasis is placed on colloquial spoken Slovak, you are given a useful introduction to formal speech and the written language as well. Two 60-minute CDs are available to accompany the text.

**Item ID:** ALLSlov002  **Title:** Colloquial Slovak, Audio CD 1 (copy 1)
**Year:** 1997  **Language:** Slovak
**Duration:** 60  **Genre:** instructional, Language drill and practice
**Subject:** Slovak language
**Contents:** Accompanies text. Introduction, Lessons 1-7.

**Item ID:** ALLSlov003  **Title:** Colloquial Slovak, Audio CD 2 (copy 1)
**Year:** 1997  **Language:** Slovak
**Duration:** 60  **Genre:** instructional, Language drill and practice
**Subject:** Slovak language
**Contents:** Accompanies text. Lessons 8-16.

**Item ID:** ALLSlov004  **Title:** Colloquial Slovak, Audio CD 1 (copy 2)
Year: 1997  Language: Slovak
Duration: 60  Genre: instructional, Language drill and practice
Subject: Slovak language

Item ID: ALLSlov005  Title: Colloquial Slovak, Audio CD 2 (copy 2)
Year: 1997  Language: Slovak
Duration: 60  Genre: instructional, Language drill and practice
Subject: Slovak language
Contents: Accompanies text. Lessons 8-16.

Item ID: ALLSwed001  Title: Swedish: Essentials of Grammar, Text (copy 1)
Year: 1991  Language: Swedish
Duration:  Genre: instructional, Language drill and practice
Subject: Swedish language
Contents: A Practical Guide to the Mastery of Swedish by Åke Viberg, Kerstin Ballardini and Sune Stjärnlöf. All of the major grammatical concepts of the Swedish language are presented in 17 units. To assure an in-depth understanding of grammar structures, the book is organized on a cyclical pattern; that is, items traditionally covered once are presented several times and integrated with other structures. Explanations are concise yet thorough and are always followed by numerous examples to assure complete understanding and mastery. The examples use contemporary language, reflecting situations commonly encountered in daily life.

Item ID: ALLSwed002  Title: Nye Mål 2: Svenska som andraspråk, Text (copy 1)
Year: 2001  Language: Swedish
Duration:  Genre: instructional, Language drill and practice
Subject: Swedish language
Contents: (New Words 2: Swedish as a second language) By Kerstin Ballardini, Sune Stjärnlöf, Åke Viberg. An intermediate Swedish course, accompanied by CDs.

Item ID: ALLSwed003  Title: Nye Mål 2: Svenska som andraspråk, Text (copy 2)
Year: 2001  Language: Swedish
Duration:  Genre: instructional, Language drill and practice
Subject: Swedish language
Contents: (New Words 2: Swedish as a second language) By Kerstin Ballardini, Sune Stjärnlöf, Åke Viberg. An intermediate Swedish course, accompanied by CDs.

Item ID: ALLSwed004  Title: Nye Mål 2: Övningsbok, Text
Year: 2002  Language: Swedish
Duration: Genre: instructional, Language drill and practice
Subject: Swedish language
Contents: (New Words 2: Workbook) By Anette Althén. Accompanies textbook.

Item ID: ALLSwed005  Title: Nye Mål 2: Svenska som andraspråk, Audio CD 1 (copy 1)
Year: 2001  Language: Swedish
Duration: 60 Genre: instructional, Language drill and practice
Subject: Swedish language

Item ID: ALLSwed006  Title: Nye Mål 2: Svenska som andraspråk, Audio CD 2 (copy 1)
Year: 2001  Language: Swedish
Duration: 60 Genre: instructional, Language drill and practice
Subject: Swedish language
Contents: Accompanies text. Chapters 16-20.

Item ID: ALLSwed007  Title: Nye Mål 2: Svenska som andraspråk, Audio CD 1 (copy 2)
Year: 2001  Language: Swedish
Duration: 60 Genre: instructional, Language drill and practice
Subject: Swedish language

Item ID: ALLSwed008  Title: Nye Mål 2: Svenska som andraspråk, Audio CD 2 (copy 2)
Year: 2001  Language: Swedish
Duration: 60 Genre: instructional, Language drill and practice
Subject: Swedish language
Contents: Accompanies text. Chapters 16-20.
Item ID: ALLSwed009  Title: Nye Mål 3: Svenska som andraspråk, Text
Year: 2001  Language: Swedish
Duration: Genre: instructional, Language drill and practice
Subject: Swedish language
Contents: (New Words 3: Swedish as a second language) By Harriet Risérus, Åke Sandahl, Sune Stjärnlöf. An intermediate Swedish course, accompanied by CDs.

Item ID: ALLSwed010  Title: Nye Mål 3: Övningsbok, Text
Year: 2001  Language: Swedish
Duration: Genre: instructional, Language drill and practice
Subject: Swedish language
Contents: Accompanies textbook.

Item ID: ALLSwed011  Title: Nye Mål 3: Svenska som andraspråk, Audio CD 1
Year: 2001  Language: Swedish
Duration: 56 Genre: instructional, Language drill and practice
Subject: Swedish language
Contents: Accompanies text. Chapters 1-4.

Item ID: ALLSwed012  Title: Nye Mål 3: Svenska som andraspråk, Audio CD 2
Year: 2001  Language: Swedish
Duration: 48 Genre: instructional, Language drill and practice
Subject: Swedish language
Contents: Accompanies text. Chapters 5-7.

Item ID: ALLSwed013  Title: Nye Mål 3: Svenska som andraspråk, Audio CD 3
Year: 2001  Language: Swedish
Duration: 51 Genre: instructional, Language drill and practice
Subject: Swedish language
Contents: Accompanies text. Chapters 8-10.

Item ID: ALLSwed014  Title: Colloquial Swedish, 2e, Text
Year: 1996  Language: Swedish
Duration: Genre: instructional, Language drill and practice
Subject: Swedish language
Contents: The Complete Course for Beginners, by Philip Holmes and Gunilla Serin.  "Colloquial Swedish" is the ideal introduction to the modern language as spoken in Sweden. Written by and experienced language teachers, the course offers a step-by-step approach to written and spoken Swedish. No previous knowledge of the language is required. 120 minutes of audio material is available on CDs to accompany the text. Recorded by native speakers, these compliment the book and will help you develop your pronunciation and listening skills.  // Cassettes available in archive if CDs are damaged. CDs: ALLSwed015, ALLSwed016.

---

Item ID: ALLSwed015  Title: Colloquial Swedish, 2e, Audio CD 1
Year: 1996  Language: Swedish
Duration: Genre: instructional, Language drill and practice
Subject: Swedish language

---

Item ID: ALLSwed016  Title: Colloquial Swedish, 2e, Audio CD 2
Year: 1996  Language: Swedish
Duration: Genre: instructional, Language drill and practice
Subject: Swedish language

---

Item ID: ALLSwed017  Title: Swedish: Essentials of Grammar, Text (copy 2)
Year: 1991  Language: Swedish
Duration: Genre: instructional, Language drill and practice
Subject: Swedish language
Contents: A Practical Guide to the Mastery of Swedish by Åke Viberg, Kerstin Ballardini and Sune Stjärnlöf. All of the major grammatical concepts of the Swedish language are presented in 17 units. To assure an in-depth understanding of grammar structures, the book is organized on a cyclical pattern; that is, items traditionally covered once are presented several times and integrated with other structures. Explanations are concise yet thorough and are always followed by numerous
examples to assure complete understanding and mastery. The examples use contemporary language, reflecting situations commonly encountered in daily life.

**Item ID:** ALLSwed018  **Title:** 201 Swedish Verbs, Text  
**Year:** 1975  **Language:** Swedish  
**Duration:**  **Genre:** instructional, Language drill and practice  
**Subject:** Swedish language  
**Contents:** By Richard P. Auletta. Verbs fully conjugated in all the tenses.

**Item ID:** ALLSwed019  **Title:** Svenska utifrån: Lärobok i svenska, Text  
**Year:** 1996  **Language:** Swedish  
**Duration:**  **Genre:** instructional, Language drill and practice  
**Subject:** Swedish language  
**Contents:** By Roger Nyborg, Nils-Owe Pettersson, Britta Holm. “Svenska utifrån” is exclusively in Swedish and contains information about Swedish society and culture. The texts are illustrated with both drawings and photos. It should be noted that the material is not intended for self-instruction.

**Item ID:** ALLTaga001  **Title:** Basic Tagalog for Foreigners and Non-Tagalogs, Text  
**Year:** 2007  **Language:** Tagalog  
**Duration:**  **Genre:** instructional, Language drill and practice  
**Subject:** Tagalog language, Philippines  
**Contents:** The current edition of a book that’s been popular and effective for decades! Presents more than 2,000 contemporary Tagalog words and expressions, plus comprehensive English-Tagalog and Tagalog-English vocabulary lists. The expanded and updated materials here give all learners a better understanding of the richness of this language and of Filipino society. Paraluman Aspillera's tried-and-true teaching method has proven to be extremely effective for tens of thousands of foreigners and non-Tagalogs, including many who have successfully learned to speak and write Tagalog through independent study without a teacher. An audio CD helps you perfect your pronunciation. Each lesson uses a 2-step method://Step 1: Definition and examples of key Tagalog grammar concepts.//Step 2: Exercises: an opportunity for you to practice the lesson's key points.//The lessons are intended for a three-month period of intensive self study of at least two hours per day and another three months of applied oral communication. In six months, it is expected that an average learner should be able to speak, write and understand simple, everyday conversational Tagalog as spoken by most Filipinos.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item ID: ALLTaga002</th>
<th>Title: Basic Tagalog for Foreigners and Non-Tagalogs, Audio CD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Year: 2007</td>
<td>Language: Tagalog</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration: Genre:</td>
<td>instructional, Language drill and practice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject:</td>
<td>Tagalog language, Philippines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contents:</td>
<td>Accompanies text.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item ID: ALLTami001</th>
<th>Title: Tamil Dictionary &amp; Phrasebook, Text</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Year: 2004</td>
<td>Language: Tamil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration: Genre:</td>
<td>instructional, dictionary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject:</td>
<td>Tamil (India and other Asian countries)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contents:</td>
<td>Tamil-English, English-Tamil by Clement J. Victor. Over 52 million people speak Tamil in India, Sri Lanka, Malaysia, Vietnam, and Singapore, with an estimated 800,000 speakers elsewhere in the world. Tamil is the official language of the South Indian state of Tamil Nadu. Clement J. Victor is a freelance translator. Born and raised in Chennai, the state capital of Tamil Nadu, he currently lives in Mumbai, India.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item ID: ALLTami002</th>
<th>Title: Colloquial Tamil, Text</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Year: 2004</td>
<td>Language: Tamil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration: Genre:</td>
<td>instructional, language drill and practice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject:</td>
<td>Tamil (India and other Asian countries)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contents:</td>
<td>The Complete Course for Beginners by R. E. Asher and E. Annamalai. Colloquial Tamil is easy to use and completely up to date. Specially written by experienced teachers for self-study and class use, the course offers you a step-by-step approach to spoken Tamil. While emphasis is placed on colloquial spoken Tamil, you are given a useful introduction to formal speech and the written language as well. Two 60-minute CDs are available to accompany the text (currently not present).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item ID: ALLTibe001</th>
<th>Title: Manual of Standard Tibetan, Text</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Year: 2003</td>
<td>Language: Tibetan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration: Genre:</td>
<td>instructional, Language drill and practice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject:</td>
<td>Tibetan language</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contents:</td>
<td>Language and Civilization. By Nicolas Tournadre &amp; Sangda Dorje. The Manual of Standard Tibetan presents the everyday speech of Lhasa as it currently used in Tibet and among the Tibetan diaspora. It not only places the language in its natural context but also highlights along the way key aspects of Tibetan civilization and</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Vajrayana Buddhism. The Manual, which consists of forty-one lessons, is illustrated with many drawings and photographs and also includes two informative political and linguistic maps of Tibet. Two CDs provide an essential oral complement to the manual. A detailed introduction presents a linguistic overview of spoken and written Tibetan.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item ID: ALLTibe002</th>
<th><strong>Title:</strong> Manual of Standard Tibetan, Audio CD 1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Year:</strong> 2003</td>
<td><strong>Language:</strong> Tibetan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Duration:</strong></td>
<td><strong>Genre:</strong> instructional, Language drill and practice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Subject:</strong></td>
<td>Tibetan language</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Contents:</strong></td>
<td>Accompanies text. Numbered tracks correspond to exercises in book.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item ID: ALLTibe003</th>
<th><strong>Title:</strong> Manual of Standard Tibetan, Audio CD 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Year:</strong> 2003</td>
<td><strong>Language:</strong> Tibetan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Duration:</strong></td>
<td><strong>Genre:</strong> instructional, Language drill and practice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Subject:</strong></td>
<td>Tibetan language</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Contents:</strong></td>
<td>Accompanies text. Numbered tracks correspond to exercises in book.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item ID: ALLTibe004</th>
<th><strong>Title:</strong> Fluent Tibetan, Volume 1: Novice Level, Text</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Year:</strong> 1993</td>
<td><strong>Language:</strong> Tibetan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Duration:</strong></td>
<td><strong>Genre:</strong> instructional, Language drill and practice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Subject:</strong></td>
<td>Tibetan language</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Contents:</strong></td>
<td>Four-volume set by William A. Magee and Elizabeth Napper. Vol. 1: Units 1-8; Vol. 2: Units 9-12; Vol. 3: Units 13-15; Vol. 4: Vocabulary and Grammar. Accompanying set of tapes in 3 packs of six each. Cassette player needed to play; may be borrowed in LMC. The most systematic and extensive course system available in spoken Tibetan language, “Fluent Tibetan” was developed by language experts working in conjunction with indigenous speakers at the University of Virginia. Based upon courses for diplomats needing to learn a language quickly, the method acquaints students with the sounds and patterns of Tibetan speech, through repetitive interactive drills, enabling the quick mastery of increasingly complex structures, and thereby promoting rapid progress in speaking the language. “Fluent Tibetan” is the best course available anywhere for learning on your own. The first three units are devoted to recognition and pronunciation of the Tibetan alphabet and its combinations in syllables and words. With unit four, vocabulary and grammatical patterns are introduced in situational dialogues. The glossary is both Tibetan-English and English-Tibetan. “Fluent Tibetan” corresponds to a year of</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
college-level language study. [Package of corresponding cassette tapes in archive; inquire about digitization.]

---

**Item ID:** ALLTibe005  **Title:** Fluent Tibetan, Volume 2: Intermediate Level, Text  
**Year:** 1993  **Language:** Tibetan  
**Duration:**  **Genre:** instructional, Language drill and practice  
**Subject:** Tibetan language  
**Contents:** Four-volume set by William A. Magee and Elizabeth Napper. Vol. 1: Units 1-8; Vol. 2: Units 9-12; Vol. 3: Units 13-15; Vol. 4: Vocabulary and Grammar. Accompanying set of tapes in 3 packs of six each. Cassette player needed to play; may be borrowed in LMC. The most systematic and extensive course system available in spoken Tibetan language, “Fluent Tibetan” was developed by language experts working in conjunction with indigenous speakers at the University of Virginia. Based upon courses for diplomats needing to learn a language quickly, the method acquaints students with the sounds and patterns of Tibetan speech, through repetitive interactive drills, enabling the quick mastery of increasingly complex structures, and thereby promoting rapid progress in speaking the language. “Fluent Tibetan” is the best course available anywhere for learning on your own. The first three units are devoted to recognition and pronunciation of the Tibetan alphabet and its combinations in syllables and words. With unit four, vocabulary and grammatical patterns are introduced in situational dialogues. The glossary is both Tibetan-English and English-Tibetan. “Fluent Tibetan” corresponds to a year of college-level language study.

---

**Item ID:** ALLTibe006  **Title:** Fluent Tibetan, Volume 3: Intermediate Level, Text  
**Year:** 1993  **Language:** Tibetan  
**Duration:**  **Genre:** instructional, Language drill and practice  
**Subject:** Tibetan language  
**Contents:** Four-volume set by William A. Magee and Elizabeth Napper. Vol. 1: Units 1-8; Vol. 2: Units 9-12; Vol. 3: Units 13-15; Vol. 4: Vocabulary and Grammar. Accompanying set of tapes in 3 packs of six each. Cassette player needed to play; may be borrowed in LMC. The most systematic and extensive course system available in spoken Tibetan language, “Fluent Tibetan” was developed by language experts working in conjunction with indigenous speakers at the University of Virginia. Based upon courses for diplomats needing to learn a language quickly, the method acquaints students with the sounds and patterns of Tibetan speech, through repetitive interactive drills, enabling the quick mastery of increasingly complex structures, and thereby promoting rapid progress in speaking the language. “Fluent Tibetan” is the best course available anywhere for learning on your own. The first three units are devoted to recognition and pronunciation of the Tibetan alphabet and its combinations in syllables and words. With unit four, vocabulary and
grammatical patterns are introduced in situational dialogues. The glossary is both Tibetan-English and English-Tibetan. “Fluent Tibetan” corresponds to a year of college-level language study.

Item ID: ALLTibe007  Title: Fluent Tibetan, Volume 4: Vocabulary and Grammar, Text
Year: 1993  Language: Tibetan
Duration: Genre: instructional, Language drill and practice
Subject: Tibetan language
Contents: Four-volume set by William A. Magee and Elizabeth Napper. Vol. 1: Units 1-8; Vol. 2: Units 9-12; Vol. 3: Units 13-15; Vol. 4: Vocabulary and Grammar. Accompanying set of tapes in 3 packs of six each. Cassette player needed to play; may be borrowed in LMC. The most systematic and extensive course system available in spoken Tibetan language, “Fluent Tibetan” was developed by language experts working in conjunction with indigenous speakers at the University of Virginia. Based upon courses for diplomats needing to learn a language quickly, the method acquaints students with the sounds and patterns of Tibetan speech, through repetitive interactive drills, enabling the quick mastery of increasingly complex structures, and thereby promoting rapid progress in speaking the language. “Fluent Tibetan” is the best course available anywhere for learning on your own. The first three units are devoted to recognition and pronunciation of the Tibetan alphabet and its combinations in syllables and words. With unit four, vocabulary and grammatical patterns are introduced in situational dialogues. The glossary is both Tibetan-English and English-Tibetan. “Fluent Tibetan” corresponds to a year of college-level language study.

Item ID: ALLTibe008  Title: Fluent Tibetan, Audio Cassettes 1 (archive)
Year: 1993  Language: Tibetan
Duration: Genre: instructional, Language drill and practice
Subject: Tibetan language

Item ID: ALLTibe009  Title: Fluent Tibetan, Audio Cassettes 2 (archive)
Year: 1993  Language: Tibetan
Duration: Genre: instructional, Language drill and practice
Subject: Tibetan language
**Contents:** Four-volume set by William A. Magee and Elizabeth Napper. Vol. 1: Units 1-8; Vol. 2: Units 9-12; Vol. 3: Units 13-15; Vol. 4: Vocabulary and Grammar. Accompanying set of tapes in 3 packs of six each. Cassette player needed to play; may be borrowed in LMC.

---

**Item ID:** ALLTibe010 **Title:** Fluent Tibetan, Audio Cassettes 3 (archive)  
**Year:** 1993  
**Language:** Tibetan  
**Duration:** Tibetan language  
**Genre:** instructional, Language drill and practice  
**Subject:** Tibetan language  
**Contents:** Four-volume set by William A. Magee and Elizabeth Napper. Vol. 1: Units 1-8; Vol. 2: Units 9-12; Vol. 3: Units 13-15; Vol. 4: Vocabulary and Grammar. Accompanying set of tapes in 3 packs of six each. Cassette player needed to play; may be borrowed in LMC.

---

**Item ID:** ALLTurk001 **Title:** Teach Yourself Beginner’s Turkish, Text (copy 1)  
**Year:** 2003  
**Language:** Turkish  
**Duration:** Instructional, language drill and practice  
**Genre:** Instructional  
**Subject:** Beginning Turkish  
**Contents:** By Asuman Çelen Pollard. Beginner’s Turkish is written for the complete beginner who wants to move at a steady pace and have lots of opportunity to practice. The grammar is explained clearly and does not assume that you have studied a language before. You will learn everything you need to get the most out of a vacation or to go on to further study.

---

**Item ID:** ALLTurk002 **Title:** Teach Yourself Beginner’s Turkish, Audio CD 1 (copy 1)  
**Year:** 2003  
**Language:** Turkish  
**Duration:** Instructional, language drill and practice  
**Genre:** Instructional  
**Subject:** Beginning Turkish  
**Contents:** Accompanies text. Units 1-5.

---

**Item ID:** ALLTurk003 **Title:** Teach Yourself Beginner’s Turkish, Audio CD 2 (copy 1)  
**Year:** 2003  
**Language:** Turkish  
**Duration:** Instructional, language drill and practice  
**Genre:** Instructional  
**Subject:** Beginning Turkish  
**Contents:** Accompanies text. Units 6-10.
**Item ID:** ALLTurk004  **Title:** Teach Yourself Beginner’s Turkish, Text (copy 2)
**Year:** 2003  **Language:** Turkish
**Duration: Genre:** instructional, language drill and practice
**Subject:** Beginning Turkish
**Contents:** By Asuman Çelen Pollard. Beginner’s Turkish is written for the complete beginner who wants to move at a steady pace and have lots of opportunity to practice. The grammar is explained clearly and does not assume that you have studied a language before. You will learn everything you need to get the most out of a vacation or to go on to further study.

---

**Item ID:** ALLTurk005  **Title:** Teach Yourself Beginner’s Turkish, Audio CD 1 (copy 2)
**Year:** 2003  **Language:** Turkish
**Duration: Genre:** instructional, language drill and practice
**Subject:** Beginning Turkish
**Contents:** Accompanies text. Units 1-5.

---

**Item ID:** ALLTurk006  **Title:** Teach Yourself Beginner’s Turkish, Audio CD 2 (copy 2)
**Year:** 2003  **Language:** Turkish
**Duration: Genre:** instructional, language drill and practice
**Subject:** Beginning Turkish
**Contents:** Accompanies text. Units 6-10.

---

**Item ID:** ALLTurk007  **Title:** Teach Yourself Turkish, Text (copy 1)
**Year:** 2003  **Language:** Turkish
**Duration: Genre:** instructional, language drill and practice
**Subject:** Beginning Turkish
**Contents:** By Asuman Çelen Pollard and David Pollard. Turkish starts with the basics and then moves at an energetic pace and gives you lots of opportunity to practice. The grammar is explained clearly and does not assume that you have studied a language before. You will learn what you need to communicate with confidence and understand Turkish culture.

---

**Item ID:** ALLTurk008  **Title:** Teach Yourself Turkish, Audio CD 1 (copy 1)
**Year:** 2003  **Language:** Turkish
Duration: Genre: instructional, language drill and practice
Subject: Beginning Turkish
Contents: Accompanies text. Units 1-7.

Item ID: ALLTurk009  Title: Teach Yourself Turkish, Audio CD 2 (copy 1)
Year: 2003  Language: Turkish
Duration: Genre: instructional, language drill and practice
Subject: Beginning Turkish
Contents: Accompanies text. Units 8-16.

Item ID: ALLTurk010  Title: Teach Yourself Turkish, Text (copy 2)
Year: 2003  Language: Turkish
Duration: Genre: instructional, language drill and practice
Subject: Beginning Turkish
Contents: By Asuman Çelen Pollard and David Pollard. Turkish starts with the basics and then moves at an energetic pace and gives you lots of opportunity to practice. The grammar is explained clearly and does not assume that you have studied a language before. You will learn what you need to communicate with confidence and understand Turkish culture.

Item ID: ALLTurk011  Title: Teach Yourself Turkish, Audio CD 1 (copy 2)
Year: 2003  Language: Turkish
Duration: Genre: instructional, language drill and practice
Subject: Beginning Turkish
Contents: Accompanies text. Units 1-7.

Item ID: ALLTurk012  Title: Teach Yourself Turkish, Audio CD 2 (copy 2)
Year: 2003  Language: Turkish
Duration: Genre: instructional, language drill and practice
Subject: Beginning Turkish
Contents: Accompanies text. Units 8-16.

Item ID: ALLTurk013  Title: Elementary Turkish, Volume 1, Text (copy 1)
Year: 2009  Language: Turkish
Duration: Genre: instructional, language drill and practice
Subject: Beginning Turkish
Contents: By Kurtulus Öztopçu. A Complete Course for Beginners, Volume 1. Turkish is one of the less commonly taught languages. “Elementary Turkish” consists of a set of two textbooks each containing an audio CD. These textbooks are designed to provide beginning students with sufficient Turkish to meet most of their everyday needs. Once students finish these two volumes, they should be able to speak, understand, read, and write Turkish at the level of intermediate-mid specified in AATT’s Provisional Proficiency Guidelines for Turkish.

Item ID: ALLTurk014  Title: Elementary Turkish, Volume 1, Text (copy 2)
Year: 2009  Language: Turkish
Duration: Genre: instructional, language drill and practice
Subject: Beginning Turkish
Contents: By Kurtulus Öztopçu. A Complete Course for Beginners, Volume 1. Turkish is one of the less commonly taught languages. “Elementary Turkish” consists of a set of two textbooks each containing an audio CD. These textbooks are designed to provide beginning students with sufficient Turkish to meet most of their everyday needs. Once students finish these two volumes, they should be able to speak, understand, read, and write Turkish at the level of intermediate-mid specified in AATT’s Provisional Proficiency Guidelines for Turkish.

Item ID: ALLTurk015  Title: Elementary Turkish, Volume 1, Text (copy 3)
Year: 2009  Language: Turkish
Duration: Genre: instructional, language drill and practice
Subject: Beginning Turkish
Contents: By Kurtulus Öztopçu. A Complete Course for Beginners, Volume 1. Turkish is one of the less commonly taught languages. “Elementary Turkish” consists of a set of two textbooks each containing an audio CD. These textbooks are designed to provide beginning students with sufficient Turkish to meet most of their everyday needs. Once students finish these two volumes, they should be able to speak, understand, read, and write Turkish at the level of intermediate-mid specified in AATT’s Provisional Proficiency Guidelines for Turkish.

Item ID: ALLTurk016  Title: Elementary Turkish, Volume 2, Text (copy 1)
Year: 2009  Language: Turkish
Duration: Genre: instructional, language drill and practice
Subject: Beginning Turkish
Contents: By Kurtulus Öztopçu. A Complete Course for Beginners, Volume 2. Turkish is one of the less commonly taught languages. “Elementary Turkish” consists of a set of two textbooks each containing an audio CD. These textbooks are designed to provide beginning students with sufficient Turkish to meet most of their everyday needs. Once students finish these two volumes, they should be able to speak, understand, read, and write Turkish at the level of intermediate-mid specified in AATT’s Provisional Proficiency Guidelines for Turkish.

Item ID: ALLTurk017  Title: Elementary Turkish, Volume 2, Text (copy 2)
Year: 2009  Language: Turkish
Duration: Genre: instructional, language drill and practice
Subject: Beginning Turkish
Contents: By Kurtulus Öztopçu. A Complete Course for Beginners, Volume 2. Turkish is one of the less commonly taught languages. “Elementary Turkish” consists of a set of two textbooks each containing an audio CD. These textbooks are designed to provide beginning students with sufficient Turkish to meet most of their everyday needs. Once students finish these two volumes, they should be able to speak, understand, read, and write Turkish at the level of intermediate-mid specified in AATT’s Provisional Proficiency Guidelines for Turkish.

Item ID: ALLTurk018  Title: Elementary Turkish, Volume 2, Text (copy 3)
Year: 2009  Language: Turkish
Duration: Genre: instructional, language drill and practice
Subject: Beginning Turkish
Contents: By Kurtulus Öztopçu. A Complete Course for Beginners, Volume 2. Turkish is one of the less commonly taught languages. “Elementary Turkish” consists of a set of two textbooks each containing an audio CD. These textbooks are designed to provide beginning students with sufficient Turkish to meet most of their everyday needs. Once students finish these two volumes, they should be able to speak, understand, read, and write Turkish at the level of intermediate-mid specified in AATT’s Provisional Proficiency Guidelines for Turkish.

Item ID: ALLTurk019  Title: Elementary Turkish, Volume 1, Audio CD 1 (copy 1)
Year: 2003  Language: Turkish
Duration: Genre: instructional, language drill and practice
Subject: Beginning Turkish
Contents: Accompanies text. Units 1-14.
Item ID: ALLTurk020  Title: Elementary Turkish, Volume 1, Audio CD 1 (copy 2)  
Year: 2003  Language: Turkish  
Genre: instructional, language drill and practice  
Subject: Beginning Turkish  
Contents: Accompanies text. Units 1-14.

Item ID: ALLTurk021  Title: Elementary Turkish, Volume 1, Audio CD 2  
Year: 2003  Language: Turkish  
Genre: instructional, language drill and practice  
Subject: Beginning Turkish  
Contents: Accompanies text. Units 16-29.

Item ID: ALLTurk022  Title: Elementary Turkish, Text (copy 1)  
Year: 1986  Language: Turkish  
Genre: instructional, language drill and practice  
Subject: Beginning Turkish  
Contents: By Lewis V. Thomas, revised and edited by Norman Itzkowitz. Turkish is the primary language of some thirty million people. Anyone concerned with current social, political and cultural developments in Turkey knows that a practical understanding of the basic patterns of modern Turkish is an invaluable skill that until now has been difficult to attain without extensive training. This superb grammar and exercise text, used successfully for years at Princeton University, enables English-speaking students--in and out of the classroom—to gain a quick and thorough understanding of modern Turkish. In a carefully arranged sequence of 23 lessons, Lewis V. Thomas, late Professor of Oriental Studies at Princeton, presents thorough coverage that allows the student to begin to use the basic patterns of modern Turkish without time-consuming and expensive private instruction.

Item ID: ALLTurk023  Title: Elementary Turkish, Text (copy 2)  
Year: 1986  Language: Turkish  
Genre: instructional, language drill and practice  
Subject: Beginning Turkish  
Contents: By Lewis V. Thomas, revised and edited by Norman Itzkowitz. Turkish is the primary language of some thirty million people. Anyone concerned with current social, political and cultural developments in Turkey knows that a practical understanding of the basic patterns of modern Turkish is an invaluable skill that
until now has been difficult to attain without extensive training. This superb grammar and exercise text, used successfully for years at Princeton University, enables English-speaking students—in and out of the classroom—to gain a quick and thorough understanding of modern Turkish. In a carefully arranged sequence of 23 lessons, Lewis V. Thomas, late Professor of Oriental Studies at Princeton, presents thorough coverage that allows the student to begin to use the basic patterns of modern Turkish without time-consuming and expensive private instruction.

Item ID: ALLTurk024  Title: Turkish, Text
Year: 1994  Language: Turkish
Duration: Genre: instructional, language drill and practice
Subject: Beginning Turkish
Contents: By G. L. Lewis. This book has been written for anyone who wants a good basic knowledge of spoken and written Turkish. It is ideal both for those with no previous knowledge of the language and for students of Turkish who are looking for a course for reference or revision.

Item ID: ALLTurk025  Title: Tömer Hitit Yabancılar için Türkçe Ders Kitabı I (Textbook), Text
Year: 2005  Language: Turkish
Duration: Genre: instructional, language drill and practice
Subject: Beginning Turkish

Item ID: ALLTurk026  Title: Tömer Hitit Yabancılar için Türkçe Çalışma Kitabı I (Workbook), Text
Year: 2005  Language: Turkish
Duration: Genre: instructional, language drill and practice
Subject: Beginning Turkish

Item ID: ALLTurk027  Title: Yeni Hitit Yabancılar için Türkçe Ders Kitabı I (Textbook), Text
Year: 2007  Language: Turkish
The first phase of the New Hitit Turkish Teaching Set for Foreigners has been completed after two years of intensive work. Ankara University, TÖMER branches in İstanbul, İzmir, Tunali (Ankara) and Kızılay (Ankara) have started using the first set, which consists of a Student’s book, a workbook, a teacher’s book and audio CD’s for both students and teachers since 7 April 2008. The New Hitit Turkish Teaching Set which has been renovated according to CEF (Common European Framework) will be used shortly in various language centers and Turcology departments of universities across Switzerland, Taiwan and South Korea, which suggests that the New Hitit Set will be highly demanded in other countries where Turkish is taught as a foreign language, as well. The New Hitit Turkish Teaching Set has been designed taking the descriptors of European Language Portfolio into consideration. The New Hitit Student’s book and the Workbook have been prepared with a thematic approach and have twelve units with appropriate exercises/activities for each skill level. The texts used in the book are supported by activities which aim the learning of the basic skills: Listening, Reading, Spoken Production, Spoken Interaction and Writing with simplified, clear instructions.

Item ID: ALLTurk028  Title: Yeni Hitit Yabancılar için Türkçe Çalışma Kitabı I (Workbook), Text
Year: 2007  Language: Turkish
Duration:  Genre: instructional, language drill and practice
Subject: Beginning Turkish
Contents: Editor: Prof. Dr. N. Engin Uzun. 2007. Accompanies text.

Item ID: ALLTurk029  Title: Yeni Hitit Yabancılar için Türkçe Çalışma Kitabı I (Audio), Audio CD
Year: 2007  Language: Turkish
Duration:  Genre: instructional, language drill and practice
Subject: Beginning Turkish
Contents: Editor: Prof. Dr. N. Engin Uzun. 2007. Accompanies text.

Item ID: ALLTurk030  Title: Türkisch aktiv: Türkçe Öğreniyoruz, Volume 2, Text (copy 1)
Year: 2001  Language: Turkish
Duration:  Genre: instructional, language drill and practice
Subject: Beginning Turkish
Contents: By Mehmet Hengirmen, Nurettin Koç. Intermediate level Turkish.

Item ID: ALLTurk031   Title: Türkisch aktiv: Türkçe Öğreniyoruz, Volume 2, Text (copy 2)  
Year: 2001   Language: Turkish  
Duration: Genre: instructional, language drill and practice  
Subject: Beginning Turkish  
Contents: By Mehmet Hengirmen, Nurettin Koç. Intermediate level Turkish.

Item ID: ALLTurk032   Title: Intermediate Turkish II, Units XVI-XX, Text  
Year: 1993   Language: Turkish  
Duration: Genre: instructional, language drill and practice  
Subject: Intermediate Turkish  

Item ID: ALLTurk033   Title: An English and Turkish Dictionary, Text  
Year: 2010   Language: Turkish  
Duration: Genre: instructional, dictionary  
Subject: Turkish-English  

Item ID: ALLTurk034   Title: A Dictionary of Turkish Verbs in Context and by Theme, Text (copy 1)  
Year: 2006   Language: Turkish  
Duration: Genre: instructional, dictionary  
Subject: Turkish verbs  
Contents: By Ralph Jaeckel and Gülner Doganata Erciyes. One of the keys to learning the Turkish language is to understand the importance and function of the verb. The stem of the verb, together with various suffixes of mode, tense, person, along with a subject and/or object, may be the equivalent of an entire English sentence. This text is an aid to both the beginning and more advanced student of the language by providing approximately 1,000 verbs in context as they appear in up-to-date colloquial Turkish phrases and sentences, or short dialogues in translation.
Item ID: ALLTurk035  Title: A Dictionary of Turkish Verbs in Context and by Theme, Text (copy 2)
Year: 2006  Language: Turkish
Duration: Genre: instructional, dictionary
Subject: Turkish verbs
Contents: By Ralph Jaeckel and Gülner Doganata Erciyes. One of the keys to learning the Turkish language is to understand the importance and function of the verb. The stem of the verb, together with various suffixes of mode, tense, person, along with a subject and/or object, may be the equivalent of an entire English sentence. This text is an aid to both the beginning and more advanced student of the language by providing approximately 1,000 verbs in context as they appear in up-to-date colloquial Turkish phrases and sentences, or short dialogues in translation.

Item ID: ALLTurk036  Title: A Dictionary of Turkish Proverbs, Text
Year: 1993  Language: Turkish
Duration: Genre: instructional, dictionary
Subject: Turkish-English
Contents: By Metin Yurtbasi. More than 5,000 Turkish proverbs with their translations, explanations and equivalents in English. Arranged into 172 categories with 172 illustrations. Turkish and English indexes.

Item ID: ALLTurk037  Title: Turkish for Travellers, Text
Year: 1997  Language: Turkish
Duration: Genre: instructional, language drill and practice
Subject: Turkish for traveling
Contents: By Mehmet Hengirmen. This guidebook introduces the materials by a new method. Short dialogues will not only teach you how to ask questions but also help you understand the replies.

Item ID: ALLTurk038  Title: Just Enough Turkish, Text
Year: 1991  Language: Turkish
Duration: Genre: instructional, language drill and practice
Subject: Turkish for traveling
Contents: How to Get By and Be Easily Understood. By D.L. Ellis and Roderick Conway Morris.
Item ID: ALLTurk039  **Title:** Turkish Phrase Book (Lonely Planet), Text  
**Year:** 1999  **Language:** Turkish  
**Duration:**  Genre: instructional, language drill and practice  
**Subject:** Turkish for traveling  
**Contents:** By Tom Brosnahan, Jim Masters, Perihan Masters. With two-way dictionary.

---

Item ID: ALLTurk040  **Title:** Turkish Phrase Book (Dorling Kindersley), Text  
**Year:** 2000  **Language:** Turkish  
**Duration:**  Genre: instructional, language drill and practice  
**Subject:** Turkish for traveling  
**Contents:** Dorling Kindersley Travel Guides. Useful sentences, Money, Mini-dictionary, Time, Pronunciation, Numbers, Conversion tables, Shopping, Menu guide, Health, Everyday phrases, Hotels, Travel.

---

Item ID: ALLTurk041  **Title:** Culture Shock! Turkey, Text  
**Year:** 1997  **Language:** Turkish  
**Duration:**  Genre: instructional, language drill and practice  
**Subject:** Turkish for traveling  
**Contents:** By Arin Bayraktaroglu. A Guide to Customs and Etiquette. Turkey is famous as a link between the East and West and for its rich and cosmopolitan culture, resulting from the expansive influence of the Ottoman Empire. As a new member of the European Customs Union, Turkey is opening up as never before to the opportunities of the West, while maintaining its unique, distinctly Turkish identity.

---

Item ID: ALLTurk042  **Title:** Turkey, a Lonely Planet Travel Survival Kit, Text  
**Year:** 1996  **Language:** Turkish  
**Duration:**  Genre: instructional, language drill and practice  
**Subject:** Turkish for traveling  
**Contents:** By Tom Brosnahan and Pat Yale. Experience Turkey with this highly-acclaimed, best-selling guide. Packed with information for the traveller on any budget, it’s your essential companion. Discover Istanbul’s Kariye Müzesi with its glittering Byzantine mosaics, soak in Termal’s mineral bathes or bask on the best Mediterranean beaches, explore the marble ruins of Ephesus or climb to the mountainside ruins of Termessos, gaze on Cappadocia’s “lunar” landscapes, or shop in the unique covered bazaars—Turkey has it all.
Item ID: ALLTurk043  Title: Eat Smart in Turkey, Text  
Year: 1996  Language: Turkish  
Duration: Genre: instructional, language drill and practice  
Subject: Turkish for traveling  
Contents: How to Decipher the Menu, Know the Market Foods & Embark on a Tasting Adventure. By Joan and David Peterson.

Item ID: ALLTurk044  Title: Priene, Miletus, Didyma, Text  
Year: 2007  Language: Turkish  
Duration: Genre: instructional, language drill and practice  
Subject: Turkish for traveling  
Contents: By Suzan Bayhan, Archaeologist. Didyma, Meletus and Priene, which were among the most important cities of ancient Ionia, are today of great value from a cultural standpoint. Ionia, cradle of various culture in Anatolia for centuries, beginning with the pre-Archaic period, has been, with its geographical location, a center of transition between the East and West, which has brought great economic advantages to the region.

Item ID: ALLTurk045  Title: Istanbul, the Hali Rug Guide, Text  
Year: 2007  Language: Turkish  
Duration: Genre: instructional, language drill and practice  
Subject: Turkish for traveling  

Item ID: ALLTurk046  Title: Seçme Masallar (Nursery Tales), Text  
Year: 1999  Language: Turkish  
Duration: Genre: instructional, language drill and practice  
Subject: Turkish fairy tales  
Contents: By Brian Morse, illustrated by Peter Stevenson. Ten fairy tales, including Hansel and Gretel and Puss in Boots, are translated into Turkish.

Item ID: ALLTurk047  Title: Nana Nine – Grandma Nana, Text  
Year: 2000  Language: Turkish  
Duration: Genre: instructional, language drill and practice
Subject: Turkish fairy tales
Contents: Children's book in Turkish and English, written and illustrated by Véronique Tadjo. Turkish translation by Dr. Fatih Ergogan.

---

Item ID: ALLTurk048   Title: Five Travel Brochures, Text
Year: 2006   Language: Turkish
Duration: Genre: instructional, language drill and practice
Subject: travel in Turkey
Contents: Set of five travel brochure/maps on different aspects of Turkey: Cappadocia; Izmir; Kütahya; Sites of Faith in Turkey; and Camping.

---

Item ID: ALLTurk049   Title: Sevgili Murat, DVD 1
Year: 2004   Language: Turkish
Duration: 72 Genre: instructional, language drill and practice
Subject: learning Turkish
Contents: An Instructional Film in Modern Turkish. Project Director: Suzan Ozel. Sevgili Murat was created and funded by: the National Middle east Language Resource Center, The Fulbright-Hays Group Projects Abroad Program with support from: The American Association of Teachers of Turkic Languages and Bilgi University, Istanbul. // Sevgili Murat tells how Turkish-American student Murat spends a summer to "re-discover" the Turkey of his childhood. This film will give learners a chance to listen to and observe a variety of communicative situations in relatively natural settings, while at the same time experiencing images and sounds of life in Turkey. The 2-DVD set consists of the main story line edited together without any instructional components such as subtitles, exercises, etc. This film gives students of Turkish a chance to listen to and observe a variety of communicative situations in a natural setting, while at the same time seeing and hearing images and sounds of life in Turkey. To facilitate using this film for classroom use, it is accompanied by an online scene list, which can be downloaded from nmelrc.org, presenting linguistic features of the individual scenes, an overview of topics and situations featured in the film. This provides an outline to help professors use the video in class so they can manipulate it for their own purposes. The list outlines key items, which either illustrate linguistic features or the contents of a scene. Various situations, like greeting, thanking, leaving, ordering, and arranging a meeting are repeated throughout the film, as are topics like numbers, work, and family. These repetitions allow for this group of scenes to be used independently from the film story, as models to teach basic situations and topics.

---

Item ID: ALLTurk050   Title: Sevgili Murat, DVD 2
Year: 2004  Language: Turkish  
Duration: 72 Genre: instructional, language drill and practice  
Subject: learning Turkish  
Contents: An Instructional Film in Modern Turkish. Project Director: Suzan Ozel. DVD 2 continues from DVD 1.

Item ID: ALLTurk051  Title: El Yapımı—Handmade, Text  
Year: 2004  Language: Turkish  
Duration: Genre: instructional, language drill and practice  
Subject: handicrafts in Turkey  
Contents: 4-DVD set with descriptive text. As an unchanged beauty, Handmade Turkish Arts resist time by enriching with deep rooted history, fruitful geography and multicultural aspects. Various handmade arts like glass and silver art, felt work and marblings have been produced in Anatolia for centuries. Raw materials such as plants, minerals and wool become artistic works in masters’ hands. Each DVD has contents listing.

Item ID: ALLTurk052  Title: El Yapımı—Handmade, DVD 1  
Year: 2004  Language: Turkish  
Duration: Genre: instructional, language drill and practice  
Subject: handicrafts in Turkey  
Contents: See enclosed listing for contents.

Item ID: ALLTurk053  Title: El Yapımı—Handmade, DVD 2  
Year: 2004  Language: Turkish  
Duration: Genre: instructional, language drill and practice  
Subject: handicrafts in Turkey  
Contents: See enclosed listing for contents.

Item ID: ALLTurk054  Title: El Yapımı—Handmade, DVD 3  
Year: 2004  Language: Turkish  
Duration: Genre: instructional, language drill and practice  
Subject: handicrafts in Turkey  
Contents: See enclosed listing for contents.
Item ID: ALLTurk055  Title: El Yapımı—Handmade, DVD 4
Year: 2004  Language: Turkish
Duration: Genre: instructional, language drill and practice
Subject: handicrafts in Turkey
Contents: See enclosed listing for contents.

Item ID: ALLTurk056  Title: Anadolu ışığı (The Light of Anatolia), DVD
Year: 2000  Language: Turkish
Duration: Genre: nonfiction, documentary
Subject: Anatolian mystics
Contents: By Nedret Çatay. Mevlana Celâdîn-i Rumi was a 13th century Muslim saint and Anatolian mystic known throughout the world for his exquisite poems and words of wisdom, which have been translated into many languages. This documentary examines how his mystical philosophy influenced beliefs and civilization in Anatolia after he began preaching in Konya and further after his death in 1273.

Item ID: ALLTurk057  Title: Hababam Sınıfı, DVD 1
Year: 1975  Language: Turkish
Duration: 90 Genre: fiction, feature film, comedy
Subject: Turkish school boys
Contents: Hababam Sınıfı (The Chaos Class) is a 1975 Turkish comedy film, directed by Ertem Efilmez based on a novel by Rifat Ilgaz, starring Kemal Sunal as a high school student in a private school who is challenged by the arrival of a new headmaster. The film, which went on nationwide general release on April 1, 1975, was a success in Turkey.

Item ID: ALLTurk058  Title: Hababam Sınıfı, DVD 2
Year: 1975  Language: Turkish
Duration: 90 Genre: fiction, feature film, comedy
Subject: Turkish school boys
Contents: Continuation of film.

Item ID: ALLTurk059  Title: Gurbetçi Saban, DVD 1
Year: 1985  Language: Turkish
Duration: 90  Genre: fiction, feature film, comedy  
Subject: Turks working in Germany  
Contents: A Turkish man goes to Germany to work there and falls for a Turkish girl who, as he did, came to work in Germany as a guest worker.

Item ID: ALLTurk060  Title: Gurbetçi Saban, DVD 2  
Year: 1985  Language: Turkish  
Duration: 90  Genre: fiction, feature film, comedy  
Subject: Turks working in Germany  
Contents: Continuation of film.

Item ID: ALLTurk061  Title: Nereden Çıktı Bu Velet, DVD 1  
Year: 1975  Language: Turkish  
Duration: 90  Genre: fiction, feature film, comedy  
Subject: Turkish families  
Contents: Turkish comedy involving two men protecting a small boy and his inheritance.

Item ID: ALLTurk062  Title: Nereden Çıktı Bu Velet, DVD 2  
Year: 1975  Language: Turkish  
Duration: 90  Genre: fiction, feature film, comedy  
Subject: Turkish families  
Contents: Continuation of film.

Item ID: ALLTurk063  Title: Teach Yourself Turkish (1996), Text (archive)  
Year: 1996  Language: Turkish  
Duration: Genre: instructional, language drill and practice  
Subject: Beginning Turkish  
Contents: By Asuman Çelen Pollard and David Pollard. Turkish starts with the basics and then moves at an energetic pace and gives you lots of opportunity to practice. The grammar is explained clearly and does not assume that you have studied a language before. You will learn what you need to communicate with confidence and understand Turkish culture.

Item ID: ALLTurk064  Title: Teach Yourself Turkish (1996), Audio Cassettes (archive)
Year: 1996  Language: Turkish
Duration: Genre: instructional, language drill and practice
Subject: Beginning Turkish
Contents: By Asuman Çelen Pollard and David Pollard. Turkish starts with the basics and then moves at an energetic pace and gives you lots of opportunity to practice. The grammar is explained clearly and does not assume that you have studied a language before. You will learn what you need to communicate with confidence and understand Turkish culture.

Item ID: ALLTurk065  Title: Tömer Hitit Yabancılar için Türkçe Ders Kaseti II, Audio Cassettes (archive)
Year: 2005  Language: Turkish
Duration: Genre: instructional, language drill and practice
Subject: Beginning Turkish

Item ID: ALLTurk066  Title: The New Redhouse Portable Dictionary, Text
Year: 1997  Language: Turkish
Duration: Genre: instructional, dictionary
Subject: Turkish-English
Contents: English-Turkish, Turkish-English; Redhouse Yeni Elsözlüğü. İngilizce-Türkçe, Türkçe-İngilizce.

Item ID: ALLTurk067  Title: Tömer Hitit Yabancılar için Türkçe I (Textbook), Text
Year: 2005  Language: Turkish
Duration: Genre: instructional, language drill and practice
Subject: Beginning Turkish

Item ID: ALLTurk068  Title: Tömer Hitit Çalışma Kitabı I (Workbook), Text
Year: 2005  Language: Turkish
Duration: Genre: instructional, language drill and practice
Subject: Beginning Turkish
Item ID: ALLTurk069  Title: Tömer Hitit Türkçe-İngilizce Dizin I (Glossary), Text
Year: 2005  Language: Turkish
Genre: instructional, language drill and practice
Subject: Beginning Turkish

Item ID: ALLTurk070  Title: Tömer Hitit Yabancılar için Türkçe II (Textbook), Text
Year: 2007  Language: Turkish
Genre: instructional, language drill and practice
Subject: Beginning Turkish

Item ID: ALLTurk071  Title: Tömer Hitit Çalışma Kitabı II (Workbook), Text
Year: 2007  Language: Turkish
Genre: instructional, language drill and practice
Subject: Beginning Turkish

Item ID: ALLTurk072  Title: Tömer Hitit Türkçe-İngilizce Dizin II (Glossary), Text
Year: 2007  Language: Turkish
Genre: instructional, language drill and practice
Subject: Beginning Turkish

Item ID: ALLTurk073  Title: Türkisch aktiv: Türkçe Ögreniyoruz, Volume 2, Text (copy 3)
Year: 2001  Language: Turkish
Genre: instructional, language drill and practice
Subject: Beginning Turkish
Contents: By Mehmet Hengirmen, Nurettin Koç. Intermediate level Turkish.

Item ID: ALLTurk074  Title: Türkisch aktiv: Türkçe Öğreniyoruz, Volume 3, Text
Year: 2000  Language: Turkish
Duration: Genre: instructional, language drill and practice
Subject: intermediate Turkish
Contents: By Mehmet Hengirmen. Intermediate level Turkish.

Item ID: ALLTurk075  Title: Tömer Hitit Yabancılar için Türkçe Ders Kaseti I, Audio Cassettes (archive)
Year: 2005  Language: Turkish
Duration: Genre: instructional, language drill and practice
Subject: Beginning Turkish

Item ID: ALLUkra001  Title: Ukrainian Phrasebook and Dictionary, Text
Year: 1998  Language: Ukrainian
Duration: Genre: instructional, dictionary
Subject: Ukrainian language

Item ID: ALLUzbe001  Title: Uzbek Textbook, Volume 1, Text
Year: 2001  Language: Uzbek
Duration: Genre: instructional, language drill and practice
Subject: Uzbek language
Contents: By Khayrulla H. Ismatulla. Volume 1 contains a total of 28 lessons and presents the essentials of the Uzbek language. To facilitate classroom instruction, three preliminary lessons are provided: Lesson A - An introduction to the letters of the alphabet, their pronunciation, and the common symbols used to indicate pronunciation; Lesson B - An introduction to expressions for memorization such as greetings, farewells, and forms of address; Lesson C - An introduction to classroom instructions. Each of the lessons, with the exception of the preliminary lessons, consists of the following components: (1) sample sentences; (2) dialogues; (3)
vocabulary; (4) translation of the sample sentences; (5) notes (pronunciation notes, grammar, and vocabulary explanations); (6) exercises; and (7) readings. The preliminary lessons contain an additional segment on the transliteration of the phrases and sentences. The appendix contains an Uzbek-English glossary.

---

**Item ID:** ALLUzbe002  **Title:** Chrestomathy of Modern Literary Uzbek, Text  
**Year:** 1980  **Language:** Uzbek  
**Duration:** Genre: instructional, language drill and practice  
**Subject:** Uzbek language and literature  
**Contents:** By Ilse Laude-Cirtautas. A collection of texts to illustrate Uzbek literature.

---

**Item ID:** ALLViet001  **Title:** Elementary Vietnamese, Text (copy 1)  
**Year:** 2003  **Language:** Vietnamese  
**Duration:** Genre: instructional, Language drill and practice  
**Subject:** Vietnamese language  
**Contents:** By Binh Nhu Ngo, PhD. Newly revised, Elementary Vietnamese is a complete college-level language course. It uses examples from media and culture to teach the language and provide a general introduction to modern Vietnamese society and culture. Elementary Vietnamese is essential for anyone planning to travel, study, or work in Vietnam.

---

**Item ID:** ALLViet002  **Title:** Elementary Vietnamese, Text (copy 2)  
**Year:** 2003  **Language:** Vietnamese  
**Duration:** Genre: instructional, Language drill and practice  
**Subject:** Vietnamese language  
**Contents:** By Binh Nhu Ngo, PhD. Newly revised, Elementary Vietnamese is a complete college-level language course. It uses examples from media and culture to teach the language and provide a general introduction to modern Vietnamese society and culture. Elementary Vietnamese is essential for anyone planning to travel, study, or work in Vietnam.

---

**Item ID:** ALLViet003  **Title:** Teach Yourself Vietnamese, Text (copy 1)  
**Year:** 2003  **Language:** Vietnamese  
**Duration:** Genre: instructional, Language drill and practice  
**Subject:** Vietnamese language
Contents: By Dana Healy. Vietnamese starts with the basics but moves at an energetic pace to give you a good level of understanding, speaking and writing. You will learn a style of language that will allow you to communicate confidently in everyday contexts and to understand the culture of Vietnamese speakers. Dana Healy has a PhD in Vietnamese Language and Literature and has been a lecturer in Vietnamese at the School of Oriental and African Studies, London, since 1989.

Item ID: ALLViet004  Title: Teach Yourself Vietnamese, Audio CD 1 (copy 1)
Year: 2003  Language: Vietnamese
Duration: Genre: instructional, Language drill and practice
Subject: Vietnamese language
Contents: Accompanies text. Units 1-8.

Item ID: ALLViet005  Title: Teach Yourself Vietnamese, Audio CD 2 (copy 1)
Year: 2003  Language: Vietnamese
Duration: Genre: instructional, Language drill and practice
Subject: Vietnamese language
Contents: Accompanies text. Units 9-18.

Item ID: ALLViet006  Title: Teach Yourself Vietnamese, Text (copy 2)
Year: 2003  Language: Vietnamese
Duration: Genre: instructional, Language drill and practice
Subject: Vietnamese language
Contents: By Dana Healy. Vietnamese starts with the basics but moves at an energetic pace to give you a good level of understanding, speaking and writing. You will learn a style of language that will allow you to communicate confidently in everyday contexts and to understand the culture of Vietnamese speakers. Dana Healy has a PhD in Vietnamese Language and Literature and has been a lecturer in Vietnamese at the School of Oriental and African Studies, London, since 1989.

Item ID: ALLViet007  Title: Teach Yourself Vietnamese, Audio CD 1 (copy 2)
Year: 2003  Language: Vietnamese
Duration: Genre: instructional, Language drill and practice
Subject: Vietnamese language
Contents: Accompanies text. Units 1-8.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item ID</th>
<th>ALLViet008</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Language</th>
<th>Duration</th>
<th>Genre</th>
<th>Subject</th>
<th>Contents</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Item ID</td>
<td>ALLViet009</td>
<td>Pimsleur Quick &amp; Simple Vietnamese, Audio CD 1 (Lessons 1 and 2)</td>
<td>2004</td>
<td>Vietnamese</td>
<td></td>
<td>instructional, Language drill and practice</td>
<td>Vietnamese language</td>
<td>4 CD-set. Lessons 1 and 2. You're not just learning “phrases” with the Pimsleur Method, you're acquiring essential, conversational Vietnamese. You'll be thrilled to discover you can hold a real conversation in Vietnamese when you have finished these eight, 30-minute lessons.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Item ID</td>
<td>ALLViet010</td>
<td>Pimsleur Quick &amp; Simple Vietnamese, Audio CD 2 (Lessons 3 and 4)</td>
<td>2004</td>
<td>Vietnamese</td>
<td></td>
<td>instructional, Language drill and practice</td>
<td>Vietnamese language</td>
<td>4 CD-set. Lessons 3 and 4. You're not just learning “phrases” with the Pimsleur Method, you're acquiring essential, conversational Vietnamese. You'll be thrilled to discover you can hold a real conversation in Vietnamese when you have finished these eight, 30-minute lessons.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Item ID</td>
<td>ALLViet011</td>
<td>Pimsleur Quick &amp; Simple Vietnamese, Audio CD 3 (Lessons 5 and 6)</td>
<td>2004</td>
<td>Vietnamese</td>
<td></td>
<td>instructional, Language drill and practice</td>
<td>Vietnamese language</td>
<td>4 CD-set. Lessons 5 and 6. You're not just learning “phrases” with the Pimsleur Method, you're acquiring essential, conversational Vietnamese. You'll be thrilled to discover you can hold a real conversation in Vietnamese when you have finished these eight, 30-minute lessons.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Item ID: ALLViet012  Title: Pimsleur Quick & Simple Vietnamese, Audio CD 4 (Lessons 7 and 8)
Year: 2004  Language: Vietnamese
Duration: Genre: instructional, Language drill and practice
Subject: Vietnamese language
Contents: 4 CD-set. Lessons 7 and 8. You’re not just learning “phrases” with the Pimsleur Method, you’re acquiring essential, conversational Vietnamese. You’ll be thrilled to discover you can hold a real conversation in Vietnamese when you have finished these eight, 30-minute lessons.

Item ID: ALLWolo001  Title: Wolof Grammar Manual, Text
Year: 1995  Language: Wolof
Duration: Genre: instructional, language drill and practice
Subject: Wolof language, West Africa